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Florida House of Representatives - 1983

HB 1302

8y Corrm1 ttee on Cormierce
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to medical malpractice
insurance; amending s. 627.351(4), Florida
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available to physicians, osteopaths, hospitals,
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and amhulatory surgical centers; increasing
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Statutes, 1982 Supplement; requiring the
Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
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relating to actions taken 1n performance of
duties; providing for departmental approval of
rates; deleting obsolete language; amending s.
768.5-4(2) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement; permitting the Florida Patient's
Compensation Fund to reJect certain risks;
changing liability limits of the fund;
1ncreasin� f1nanc1al responsibility l1m1ts for
hospitals not part1c1pat1ng 1n the fund;
reimbursement of hoard members; prov11l1ng
1mmun1ty from l1ab1lity for certain actions of

�
0 •

co
•• ru

t�1

providing immunity from suit to certain persons

1ncreas1n•J the fund entry level, prov1d1nq for

0�

::_
D

'

potential assessments against members;

board members and others; granting certain
)j

powers to the fun<l; requ1r1ng approval of fund

;,

membership fees and assessments by the

I<

Insurance Comm1ss1oner; prov1d1ng that fund
memb�rs must pay protested ��sessment prior to

,,

,,

JO

filing suit; r�mov1n� l1m1tat1ons on def1cit
assessmPnts to fund members; proh1h1t1ng
execution against the fund due to 1nsuffic1ent
assets; prov1d1ng for stay of execution ab�ent
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l 70-449-5-3
11 premiums for the lines of insurance defined in s.

21 624.605(1) (bl, (k), and (q), including premiums for such
coverage issued under package policies.
(f)

The plan sh�ll provide for one or more insurers

s, able and willing to pr ovid@ policy s@rvi ce through lic ensed

2. 44
2.45
2. 46

2.47

is able and willing to provide such services, the Joint

2. 50

In the event no insurer

Underwriting Association is authorized to perform any and all

10I such services.

provid@rs.

2. 43

resirl@nt agents and claims service on behalf of all other
insurers participating in the plan.

other associations for professional activity by h@alth care

2.42

•

'

•other m@dical facility" means� facility the

2.71

medical treatment, to which facility the patient is admitt@d

2. 73

same working day, and which facility is not p�rt of a

2.7◄

and from which facility the patient is discharged within the

hospital.

However, a facility existing for the primary

101 purpose of performing terminations of pregnancy or an office

All books, records, documen ts, or audits relating

2 52

11j maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

13I be open to public inspection, except that a claim file in th@

2. 55

13/ facility."

II

(g)

Iii to the Joint Un derwriting Association or its operation shall

:J, poss ession of the Joint Underwriting Association shall not b@

isl available for review during the processing of that claim.
161
I

1':
13

(h)

1.

As used in this subsection:

"Health care provider" means hospitals licensed

under chapter 395; physicians licensed under chapter 458;

JQ

osteopaths licensed under chapter 459; podiatrists licensed

1' under chapter 461; dentists licensed under chapter 466;

:1

,I

chiropractors licensed under chapter 460; naturopaths lice nsed

under chapter 462; nurses licensed under chapter 464; clinical
·· 1
"J' laborator ies registered under chapter 483; physicians'

24\ assistants certified under chapter 458; physical therapists

;,5 ', and physical therapist assistants licensed under chapter 4e6;
;'6

health maintenance organizations certificated under part II of

chapter 641; ambulatory surgical centers licensed under

21

28

29

1

]Q I

]I I

chapter 395; other medical facilities as defined in

2.54

2. 56

16

2. 59

,.

2. 58

2.60

2. 61

2.62
2.63

2.64
2.6S
2. 66
2.68

associations, partnerships, corporations, joint ventures, or

2.69

6
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3.

"

2. 57

subparagraph 2.: blood bank�, plasma centers, industrial
clinics, and renal dialysis fac1l1ties; or professional

121 medicine shall not be construed to be an "other medical

lJ

"Heal th care facility" means any hospital license d

under chapter 395, health maintenance organization

certificated under part II of chapt@r 641, ambulatory surgical

111 center licensed under chapter 395, or other medlc.!!l facilit y
as defined in subparagraph 2.
(1)

19

The manager of the plan or his assistant is the

agent for service of process for the plan.

)0
11 I
I

"I
2 3:

Section 2.

Sub,;ect1ons (2) and (3) of section 768.54,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:
768.54

b�m½�e��-,-ef-l½nb�li�y-anri Patient's

2J1 compensation fund.-(2)

,,

ll

(a)

21

21
n

JO

I

2.70

primary purpose of which is to provide human medical

51 diagnostic services or � facility providing nonsurgical human

2.49

2. 51

2.

2.70

COV�RAGE L!AB!b!�.--

All hospitals, unless exempted under this

2.7�

2. 7E
2. 7f
2. 8(
2. 8
2. 8

2. 8
3.1
3.2

3. 3

3. 4

3. 6
3. 7
3.8
3.9

paragraph or paragraph (c), shall, and all health care

3.1

assessment or, in cases in which such hospital or health care

3. l

providers other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and

provider Joined the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a

31: prorated fee or assessment into the fund pursuant to
7
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3. l

1 70-449-5-3

l 70-449-5-3
subsection (3).

Any hospital operated by an agency of the

state shall be exempt from the provisions of this section and
shall no t be required to part icipate in the fund.

The fund

jl may establish reasonable criteria for rejecting any health
car� provider, other than hospitals, having adverse claims

�xperience.
(b)

Whenever a claim covered under subsection {3)

limits for both entry level and fund cover•ge of $5 million

l:lus

wfte-�akee-e�eft-e¼ee�¼ett le responsible for the payment of

per claim with no annual aggregate.

3.15

3.U!

3.21

sholi-ee-l½ehle-te-��e-eMte"�-M-tfte-e&Ye�•,e if the health

3.23

3. 22

The he•lth care provider

JI liab½e-£er any amount of a clil.im in excess of the elected
limit.

The fund shall not be responsible for pil.yment of

punitive damages ii.Warded for actUil.l or direct negligence of
the health care provider member.

3.19

results in a settlement or judgment against a health care

provider, the fund shall pay to the extent of its coverage

The health care provider

s h•ll have t he same responsibility for punitive damages it

would have if it were not a member of the fund.

3.S
3.S
3.S
3.6

3.6

A health cil.re 13.6

101 provider may have the necessary funds available for payment

13.6

111 one of the f ollowing methods:

13.6

care provider has paid the fees and any assessments required

3. 24

111 when due or may provide underlying financial responsibility by 13.6

occurred for which the claim is filed, provides an adequate

3. 26

ll

pursuant to subsection (3) for the year in which �he incident

defense for the f und, and pays the initial amount of the claim

up to the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) or the

maximum limit of the underlying coverage maintained by the

health care provider on the date when the incident occurred
for whtch the clatm ts filed, whichever ts greater.

the fund independently foe each ftscal year, such fiscal year
to rnn from July 1 to June 30.

The fund mav al'>o erov1de

coverages for portions of each fiscal year.

3. 25

3. 28

3. 29

3. 32

coverages jl:lus

foe such cl aims shall be provided on an occur rencf" basis b;t:

The limits

mox�mttm-i�m�t of such cov�rage afforded by l½ah½l½�y-ef the

11 fund for each health care provider other than a ho�1tal shall
1

3.14

not exceed total limits for both entry level and fund coverage

of he $1 million per claim with a $3 million annual aggregate,

3. 36

3. 37

3. 38

1: las

3.41
3.H

2!. $2 mtllion per claim with a$◄ million annual aggregate, $3

3. 45

eP-$10-M�liteft-�eP-ela�mT as selected e½eeted by the health

3. 48

m½llte"-�eP-eio½my-$5-ffl�rr�en-peP-elaiffly-$8-ffl�lt�e"-per-ela�mT
care provider.

In the case of cov�rage for a hospital, the

limit of coverage afforded by the fund shall not exceed total

•
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3. 46

11 · lus

3. 52

l.

A bond in the applicable amount set forth in

1�1 paragraph (f) per clatm and 3 times the applicable per-claim

3.6

3.6

151 limit in the aggregate per year, plu!'! an il.dditional amount

3.1

111 however a total bond amount for all years equ•l to reserved

3.1

161 which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

3.1

181 loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

3.1

The bond shall be

3,8

\91 applicable amoun t set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45, 000

201 shall be the maximum bond amount required.
11
!
)ll
I

"ii
)] '

)5

purchased from a licensed surety company;
2.

An adequate escrow account in the applicable •mount

set forth 1n paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the per-clil.im
limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

26' however a total escrow acco unt for all years equ•l to reserved

3.1

3.

e

3.'

4. l

n' loss and expense amo unts for known cases plus three times the

4.:

nl shall be the maximum escrow amou nt required;

4.!

21' applica ble amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45,000

3. Medical malpractice insurance in the applicable
Joi
31 I amount set forth in paragraph (f) or m ore per claim from
9

CODING
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4.'

4.'

4.1

170-410-5-3

170-44'-5-3
4.10

private insurers or the Joint Underwriting �ssociation

established under s. 627.3511!1.➔�t; or

••

Self-insurance AS provided in s. 627.357, providing

coverage in the applicable ,amount set forth in paragraph (f)

or more per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim limit
in the aggregate per year.
(c)

�ny hospital that can meet one of the following

provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to pay
claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the

rendering of or the failure to ren<ler medical care or services

and for bodily injury or property damage to the person or

property of any patient arising out of the activities of the
hospital in this state or arising out of the activities of

covered individuals li'3ted in p aragraph (e) shall not be
required to participate in the fund:
l.

fer-eaeh-he���tal-bed-i"-��eh-he���talT-not-te-eKeeed-o
,2 T 5gg T gQQ-annnal-o�reqate.
2.

4.17

be covered by the fund 9e-e�b�eee-�o-lia9ility-ttnder-law

4. 15

witho�e-re�ord-to-the-provi��one-ef-thi�-�eetion.

4. 22

Rehabilitative Services shall require documentation by each

4. 2 3

4. 2 'i

4. 26

4.28

4. 30

4. 35

amount of $5 m1ll..i_O...!!......£.er claim with a $10 million___l!nnual

Oft

a9gregate e�ntvelent-to-$l9r9QQ-er-mere-per-elotm-for-eaeh-bed
tn-��eh-ho�p�tol from a private insurer, from the Jo1nt

Underwriting Association e5tablished under s. 627.351(4), or

through a plan of self-insurance a5 provided 1n s. 627.357.
10
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2.

4.20

of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.

Obtain professional liability coverage in the

and does not meet the provisions of paragraph (b)7 shall not

4.19

4. 3 4

3.

Any health cAre provider who d�-net

port�ei�ate-�n-ehe-£ttndT-er participates in the fund and who

$l0r009-rer-eto�m-for-eaeh-ho�p�tot-bed-�n-�neh-ho�p�tat,-not

te-e�eeed-a-,�r50Qr99Q-o""nol-o�re-,ote, to the satisfact1on

(d)l.

4.14

Establish an escrow account in an amount equ1volent 14.12

to $5 milllon per claim with a $10 million annual aqgrega_te

in-an-'Mle�n�-exeeed�ng-a-•�7;gg7gQQ-ann�al-e!!�e�•te�

14.13

Post bond in an amount eciuivalent to $5 m1ll1on� l .f..27

claim with a $10 million annual aggregate �l9r999-per-ete�m

HoweYe�7 -ne-hespi�•l-shall-be-re�Hired-�&-oetain-9�eh-e&¥�*•��

4.11

4. 36

I".
4

37

1 . 38

('o
!

4. 4 1

Annually, the Department of Health And

4

•
1

••
••

•

lOI hospital that such hospital is in compliance, and shall remain 14,

11 I in compliance, with the provisions of this section.

The

li' 1 department shall review the documentation and then deliver the

i

131 documentation to the board of governors.

At least 60 days

1Ji prior to the time a license will be issued or renewed, the
department shall request from the board of governors a

ts

certification that each hospital is in compliance with the

111

171 provisions of thi'3 section.

The board of gover�ors shall not

1a l be liable under the law for any err oneous certification.
19: department shall not issue or renew the license of any

The

20 1 hospital which has not been certified by the board of
'

21' governors.

n

The license of any hospital that fails to remain

in compliance or fa115 to provide such documentation shall be

n I revoked or suspended by the department.

l4

2)

(e)

The coverage afforded by the fund for a

participating hospital or ambulato ry surgical center shall

•

14

•
•
••
•
•
•

••
4

26

apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, trainees,

"

podiatrists, and dentists), and �mploye�s of the hospital or

•
•

)0

licen�ed under chapter 458, physician's assistants licensed

••

l7

"

]l '

committee members (including physicians, osteopaths,

ambulatory surgical center, other than employed physicians
under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter 459,
11

�.t••• •JJ,,,.n,.

1•
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170-44'-5-3
dentists licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed

4.78

medical care or services, or arising out of activities of

for a participating hospital shii.ll ii.pply to house physiciil.ns,

4.82

injury or property dil.mage to the person or property of any

under chapter 461.

However, the covera ge af forded by the fund

interns, employed phys1cian res1dents phye:re�a"9 in a resident

training program, and er physicians performing purely

administrative dut1es for the partic1pating hosp1tals other
than the treatment of patients.

This coverage shall apply to

the hospital or ambulatory surgical center and those included
in th1s subsection as one health care provider.
(f)

10

Each health care prov1der shall be responsible for

paying the amount of each settlement or judgment for each

II

12 cla1m up to the fund entry level ini�t-l!ll- amount 1t selects.
1
13 The selected entry level shall be not leS!! than ef-ee:eh--cle::rm
1�

1:1p-�e the following amounts•

l y --A�-e£-J1:1ly-l7 -l98��--�lQQ 7 QQQ-per-ela½�-er-•�QQ7QQQ

15

16 I per-eee1:1rret'leeT
17

11

As of July 1, 1983:

hh

As of July 1, 1986:

$200,000 per clalm or

1..=_4T

As of July 1, 1989:

$250,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.

19

201

2\

h�T

$150,000 per claim or

'
'

$500,000 per occu rrence.

22 l $500,000 per occurrence.
I

I

23

4.80

4.84

pa tient, including all patient injuries and deaths, arising

5.4

set forth in subparagraphs (1) (b)l., 5,, 6., and 7. which is

5. 5

II in-pa�a,rafH'l-��t�fT and lees than the •a•i••• limit ■elected

5.9

101 l¼able only for payment of clil.ims against health care

s.e

5.10

5.12

"

'
29

accordingly.
(3)

(ii.)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION Fi.JND.--

Th e fund.--There lS created a "Florida Patient's

30, Compensil.tion Fund" for the purpose of paying that portion of

COOING We,,j, ,n ............i. � typ• ••• ,j•l•l•en, fr•"' uulon, l•w, w•r1h un,j•,l•n•i ••• •,j,j,1,.n,.

"I

5, 1 7

I SI

5.19

5,20

5.23
5.25

5.26

5.27

5. 29
5. 30

31, any claim arising out of the rendering of or failure to render 15.31

12

II

13

5.15

5.28

�7

eleeteti under paragraph (2) (b).

5.13

26 • and shall be a djusted by the fund eil.ch year thereafter
I

in excess of the f und entry level selecte_d_ l�IM-t.1!!1-e•-1!!1e-t.-.f•�-t.ft IS

5.7

�.i I As of July 1, 1989, the minimum entry level amount shall be

indexed to the medical compon�nt of the Consumer _R_r_l_�e Index

out of the members' il.ctivities for those health care provider■ IS

5.1

1: lus

'25

committees, for health care providers or any claim for bodily

s
5
5

1,

The fund shall be re■pon!!lible IS

providers who are in compliance with the provisi ons of

paragraph (2) (b), of reasonable and nec essary expenses

incurred in the payment of claims, and of fund administrative

expenses.

(bl

1

s
5

5,

Fund admlnistration and operation.--The fund shall IS,

1, I operate subJect to the sup ervision and approval of a board of

5.

industry appolnted by the Insurance Commissioner, an attorney

5,

171 governors consisting of a representative of the insurance
1,

19: appo1nted by The Florlda Bar, a representative of physic ians

JO' appointed by the Florlda Medical Assoclation, a representative

21 , of physlcians' ln surance appointed by the Insurance

22

Commlss1oner, a representative of physlcians' !elf-insurance

23, appolnted by the Insurance Commissioner, two representatives
l4

of hospltals appointed by the Florlda Hospltal Associati on, a

25

representative of hospital insurance appointed by the

27

insurance appointed by the Insurance Commissioner, a

2�

28
�

Insurance Commlss1oner, a representative of hospital self-

representatlve of the osteopathic physic ians' or podiil.trists'
insurance or self-insura nce appointed by the Insuran ce

30, CommlSSlOner, and a representatlve of the general public
31: appointed by the Insurance Commissioner.
13

The board of

i:OOIHG We,,j, ,n � � lyp• ••• ,j•l•t•••'II f,em uuton, l•w, we,4, u,11l•rl•11•i ••• ., ..,,,.,u,

5,

5,

!S,

5.

s.

s.
s.
5.
5.
s.

MINlITES
FMMJUA BOARD OF GOVERNORS SPECIAL CALL MEETING
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA
MARCH 3, 1983

Chairman George Cross called the meeting to order at 9:30 AM at the
La Quinta Inn. The Manaqer advised that a quorum was rresent.
MEMBERS PRESENT:

REPRESENTING:

George R. Cross, Chairm�n
James P. Jensen, Vice Chairman

Crum

&

Forester - AIA

Liberty Mutual - AAI
Florida Hospital Association
CNA - Unaffiliated
State Farm - Unaffiliated

Bill Bell (alternate)
Richard,E. DcChcne
Frank Klopp (alternate)
Charles /1. McCallistPr
John Thrasher (alternate)

P]orida Farm Bureau - NAII

Florida Medical Association

OTHERS PRESf.tJT:
nrucc Culpepper

General Counsel

Insurance Department
Swann & Haddock (renresentina

William D. Rubin

/lllan Kat?.

Insurance Department)
Insurance Deoartment
Insurance Denartment
Insurance Department
FAIA
AIA
AAI
NAIi
NAIi

Jack Herzoo
Jerome Vogel

Alfred K. Chandler

Jim Brainard
Harry Landrum
Jim Massie

Patrick J. Mc�ally
Prentiss Mitchell

State Farm
FMMJUA
FMMJUA
FMMJUA

Vince Rio

E. Allen Shiver
Nadine Bragg
Joanne W. Brown

Mr. Cross then asked the Manager to review the circumstances involving

the business of the meeting.

�r. Shiver asked the Board to refer to the Report of the Insurance Commis-

sioner tn th<> F'lori<l., t,c-qislaturc on Merlic.:11 Mulpracticc Insurancr. Ile
first read from the report that the future solvency of the Florida Patient's
Compensation Fund is the most siqnif1cant �roblem facing the state Jn the
arc,, of medical mu.lpracl ice insur,7ncc LJ.ncl that 1t is of paramount impor
tance that th� Lcq1slaturc act t.h1s session either to assure the financial
integrity nf lhe PC'F or lo di!5solvt� 1l ,.ilt-oqcther.
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FLORIDA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE Joint Underwriting Association
325 John Knox RoJ<I G--104
Tallahassee, Florida 32303
(904) 385-8114

March 7, 1983
TO:

Board of Governors

FROM:

Joanne

SUBJECT:

Minutes - Board of Governors Meeting

w.

.

)

Brown, Administrative Assistant �)

March 3, 1983

Enclosed are the Minutes for the above captioned meeting.
any additions or corrections, please advise of same.

If you have

Please notice on page three of the Minutes, the notice of another
Special Call Meeting of the Board to be held on March 18, 1983. This

meeting will be held in Tampa at the Tampa Marriott Hotel on West

Shore Boulevard in the Terrace Room, beqinninq at 9:30 AM.

We are holdina rooms at the hotel for the niqht of March 17th, however

we must release them on March 11. Please let us know if you need a
room and if you plan to attend this meeting.
/Jb
MEMBERS:

Georqe R. Cross, Chairman
James P. Jensen, Vice Chairman
Robert J. Brennan, M.D.
Richard E. DeChcnc

Charles A. Mccallister

Miles A. McGrane, III

Robert E. Morrow

Kenneth W. Whisenand

CC:

Allan Katz

Jack Herzog

Jerome Vogel
Jim Brainard

Harry Landrum

Jim Massie

Patrick J. McNally
Prentiss Mitchell
Vince Rio

Enclosure

CC:

The Honorable Bill Gunter
William D. Rubin
Alfred K. Chandler
Bruce Culprppcr

Hartford Insurance - 2
U.S.F.&G
St. Paul - 2
Harold Eliason

House Commerce Committee

AIA - John P. Friedman

FADIC - Hugh E. Ray
FAIi\ - Robert Ross
PIA - David H. Watkins, Joe Fuller
FMA - W. Harold Parham, D.H.A
MI - Debra K. Wilcox
John W. Odem
Dan Hollowav
Florida Hosoital Trust Fund
ISO - Joe Jensen
PCM - Joe Blanton

Minutes of FMMJUA Bd. of Gov. Mtq. 3/3/83

assure availability of coverage if the PCF qoes under.
Bruce CUlpepper. Gencrill Counsel for the FMMJUA, asked how this proposal
would fit in the FMMJUA Plan of Operation procedure for increasing coverage.
J.1ck fler:.t.oci c,xpl,,111c-d that th(• 111.:111 11rov1clrs for .:imenclmc•nts hy the Boarrl
with the approval of the Commissioner.

After further discussion, Jim Jensen moved that the Board be given more

time to make a decision on the Commissioner's recommendation.

seconded by Frank Klopp, and approved unanimously.

This was

It was then aqrced that the Board would hold another special call meetinq

on March 18, 1983, in Tampa to make a final decision.

Harry Landrum

requested that a reminder of the time and place of the meetinq be sent to
all those oresent.

Be1na no further business, the rneetina was adiourned.

EAS/ib

'

March 7, 1983
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W1 th th 1 s h.1ckq, mind h,, I lwn n•v 1 <'Wf'rl thP Cnmmi ss i on<'r' s n•commcnclat ions
for chanqes in Lhe PCF, the FMMJUl\, c1nd other insurance system items.
Mr. Shiver cxp]a1ncrl. how hr thouqht thcsr- chanqcs woulrl affect the market
plc1c(' .1nd the ('Ol1tic,:1l imp11c.1tions jnvolvcd. This seemed important 1n
the light of the fact that the chanqes proposed for the FMMJUA can be
made without lcgisldtive action. It was his opinion that the changes
required of the FMMJUA should be made without statutorv chanoe if at all
noss1ble, to lessen the chances of additional chanocs in the FMMJUA law
beina made which would mere adversely affect the FMMJUA operations and
results. In closing, he recommended that the Board favorably act on the
request that the FMMJUA file for approval of the changes recommended by
the Insurance Commissioner t o the Florida Legislature.
The Chairman then asked for comments from the Deoartment of Insurance
reoresentatives.
Assistant Commissioner of Insuruncc Bill Rubin agreed with the rrcvious
remarks of the General Manager. He added that the problem was a comolex
economic situation involvinq doctors and lawyers, as well as insurers.
Also soeakinq for the Department of Insurance, Attorney Allan Katz said
that the Commissioner is prepared to approve rates adequate to deal with
the problems. He stated that the FMMJUA rates would have to be higher
for excess coverage than those of the PCF. and that most of those seeking
malpractice coverage would surely go to other markets because of the cost
differential.
The Chairman then called for comments from other Board members.

Mr. Bill Bell and Mr. Charlie Mccallister asked questions of the Insurance
Dc>p.:-irtmcnt reprcscntat1ves for clLlr1.f1.c,,tion on cc�rtuin uspccts of the law
and on the recommendations of the Commissioner� To one question, Mr. Rubin
rcsponcl0d thut the prC's0nt r0ciurst do0s not include the filing of hospital
forms modified to include covcraoe for ancsthesioloqists.
Followino this discussion, the Chairman recoanized the various trade aroup
rcnresentativcs for their statements.
Harry Landrum, sneakinq for the AIA, and Pat McNallv for NAII, both felt
that the Commissioner's prooosals would not cure the medical malpractice
problems. Mr. Landrum also stated that the action requested would not
stop the thrust of the South Florida physicians and others from the efforts
to change the laws and to secure some kind of subsidy for the cost of
malpractice insurance.
Jim Massie, speaking for the AAI. and Vince Rio for State Farm, brouqht up
questions on the constitutionality of the Insurance Department's proposals
and the current FMMJUA statute. In response to the trade group representa
tives, Allan Katz stated that nva1labil1ty of coverage is not a problem now,
but that no one wants this type of problem in the future. Also, if the
Commissioner feels a threat to the constitutionality of the law, he will
seek chu.nqcs in the Lcq]slatur0 which would open up other issues, which no
one wants to do. The purpose of the Department's request is merely to
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STA.TE TREASURER
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
FIRE MARSHAL

THE CAPITOL
TALLAHASSEE 32301

March 9, 1983

Bruce Culpepper, Esquire
318 North Calhoun
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Bruce:

It is my hope, that the FMMJUA Board will act favorably on the
Department's recorm,endations that the FMMJUA increase the limits of
coverage it offers and offer excess coverage.

The Board members should be made aware that the purpose behind
the Department's recorrrnendations is to assure the availibility of an
adequate market of last resort. I feel that the FMMJUA should be
maintained as a "last resort" market.

Due to structural differences in the FMMJUA and in the FPCF, as
well as the different markets served by these entities, I cannot foresee
that the FMMJUA will at any time be directly competitive with the FPCF.
As long as the FPCF remains viable, I believe it will be a prinicipal
provider of excess coverage. However, rates should be self-sustaining
and not subsidized. For past years, the FMMJUA has a track record of
adequate rates. I contemplate that this record will continue in the
future for the new coverages provided.
It is my intention that fully supportable actuarially sound rates
filed by the FMMJUA will receive Department approval. I encourage the
FMMJUA Board to voluntarily make available increased limits and excess
coverage.
Sincerely,

_Ll_t.
ai.t
B11 l Gunter

State Treasurer and
Insurance Commissioner

BG: lm
cc: Allen Shiver

EXTRACT FROM:

REPORT OF THE INSUAANCE COMMISSIONER
TO THE FLORIDA LEGISLATURE
ON MEDICAL MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA

FEBRUARY 1983

FMMJUA
The FMMJUA should offer limits of up to Sl million per
claim and SJ million annual aggregate and S2 million per claim
and $4 million annual a99regate for any physician wishing
to purchase malpractice Insurance from it.

Lesser amounts may

a 1 so -be o ffered .
In addition, physicians should be permitted to buy first

dollar coverage from the FMMJUA to the upper limits.

These changes would prevent the occurrence of an avai·labillty

crisis in the event the PCF is unable or unwilling to continue

providing coverage.

FLORIDA MEDICAL MALPRACTICE Joint Underwriting Association
325 John Knox Road G-104
Tall1hassee, Flor,da 32303
(904/ 385-8114

March 17, 1983

TO:

Board of Governors

FROM:

E. Allen Shiver, General Managerflg

Re:

Agenda
Board of Governors Meeting
March 18, 1983

1.

Approval of Minutes of Prior Meetings
February 3 , 1983
March 3, 1983

2.

Request of Department of Insurance

Previously distributed

See report of Insurance Commissioner, page 25 "FMMJUA"

EAS/nb
MEMBERS:

Gcorqr R. Cross, Chairman
James P. Jensen, Vice Chairman
Robert J. Brennan, M.D.

Richard E. DeChene
Charles A. Mccallister

Miles A. McGrane, III
Robert E. Morrow
Kenneth W. Whisenand

CC:

Alfred K. Chandler
Bruce CUlpepper

MINUTES
FMMJUA BOARD OF GOVERNORS SPECIAL CALL MEETING
TAMPA, FLORIDA - MARCH 18, 1983
Chairman George Cross called the meeting to order at 9:40 AM at the
Tampa Marriott Hotel. The Manager advised that a quorum was present.
MEMBERS PRESENT:
George R. Cross, Chairman

James P. Jensen, Vice Chairman
Dr. Robert J. Brennan
William E. Foley (alternate)
Frank Klopp (alternate)
Charles A. Mccallister
Miles A. McGrane, III

REPRESENTING:
Crum

&

Forester - AIA

Liberty Mutual - AAI
Florida Medical Association
CNA - Unaffiliated
State Farm - Unaffiliated
Florida Farm Bureau - NAII

Florida Bar

OTHERS•PRESENT:
Bruce Culpepper
Preston C'owtc
Alfred K. Chdndler
Robert r,. lltk 1 ns
Cathy Sims
Jim M,,ss t t'

K. B. Mcurlott
Patrick J. McNally

Vince Rio

Elsie Trask

E. Allen Shiver
Joanne w. Brown

General Counsel
Insurance Deportment
Insurance Department

r-lorida Patient's Compensation Pund
f'lorida Pat10nt's Compensation Fund
/1/1 l
The Independent Professional

NAII

State Farm
Polk County Medical Association

FMMJUA
FMMJUA

Mr. Cross then called for the business of the meeting.
MINUTES OF PRIOR MEETINGS
There being no corrections or additions requested, approval was voted

of the Minutes of the Board of Governors' meeting of February 3, 1983,
and the Minutes of the Board of Governors' meeting of March 3, 1983,
as distributed.
BUSINESS OF THE SPECIAL CALL MEETING
Lengthy discussions and many comments were considered with the follow
ing brief commentary noting the principle points.
The Chairman called on Preston Cowie to report on the discussions between
members of the industry and representatives of the Florida Insurance

Department concerning the approval of the recommendations of the
Insurance Commissioner by the FMMJUA Board of Governors.

FLORIDA MEDICAL(MALPRACTICE Joint Underwriting Association
325 John Knox Road G-104
Tallahassee, Flonda 32303
(904 I 385-8114

March 2',, 1983

TO:

Board of Governors

FROM:

Joanne W, Brown, Administrative Assistant

SUBJECT:

Minutes - Board of Governors' Special Call Meeting
March 18, 1983 in Tampa

Enclosed are the Minutes for the above captioned meeting.
have ctny additions or corrections, please advise of same.

-11/

If you

/b
MEMBERS:

George R. Cross, Chairman
James P. Jensen, Vice Chairman
Robert J. Drennan, M.D.
Richard E. DcCh0n0

Charles A. Mccallister
Miles A. McGrQnC, III
Robert E. Morrow
Kenneth W. Whisenand

CC:

Preston Cowie
Allan Katz

Jerome Vogel

Jack Herzog
Jim Brainard
Joe Fuller
Harry Landrum
Jim Massie
Patrick J. McNally
Prentiss Mitchell
K. B. Meurlott
Vince Rio
Cathy Sims
Robert L. Atkins
Elsie Trask

CC:

The Honorable Bill Gunter

William D. Rubin
Alfred K. Chandler

Bruce CUlpcppcr
Hartford Insurance - 2

u.s.F.&G.
St. Paul - 2

Harold Eliason
House Commerce Committee

AIA - John P. Friedman
FADIC - Hugh E. Ray
FAIA - Robert Ross
PIA - David H. Watkins
FMA - W. Harold Parham, D.H.A.
AAI - Debra K. Wilcox
John W. Odem
Dan Holloway
Florida Hospital Trust Fund
ISO - Joe Jensen
PCM - Joe Blanton

Minutes of FMMJUA Bd.
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said that since the last Board meeting, it was indicated that the
Commissioner would seek change in the statute and that he would like
some guidelines as to the changes being sought. Preston Cowie responded
that the changes sought of the Legislature would be minimal.
Vince Rio again questioned the constitutionality of the statute, governing
the FMMJUA. It was General Counsel's opinion that discretion in this matter
is given to the Commissioner in his police power for the qeneral welfare or

in the public interest and that the statute is constitutional. counsel stated
a statute is presumed constitutional until proven otherwise. Therefore at
this time, the statute must be treated as constitutional.

Mr. Rio then suggested that a possible solution concerning the immunity of
the Board of Governors on voting approval of the recommendations, might be
that it be made contingent on ratification by the membership of the association.
Mr. Culpepper said he thought the industry might want to modify the provision
that would allow some of the profits of the FMMJUA to be retained because it
could possibly affect the tax status and require payment of substantial taxes.

The General Manager said that after consultation with the tax adviser, he had
no concern with the use of reinsurance in the pure sense, but he does fear

using monies from one year's policyholders for the benefit of another year's
policyholders unless IRS first gave a favorable ruling to the association.
Jim Massie said the Department did not commit to that provision and he did
not mean to give that impression. Dr. Brennan questioned the use of money
rctroactiv0ly unless th�t statute was chanqcd.

Vince- R10 th0n cxplt1inccl his un<1crstanrl1nq of the stc1tutory authority an<l
c;omponents involved in rdtcmaking. The Chdirman said he was very reluctant
to be specific about this, and in the past, the actuarial consultants had
tukc11 c...irc.' of Lhis even Lhouqh there ...ire diffcrcrn;cs of opinion arnonq actu.:irirs.
PrC'slnn Cowie rr-porh•d that· l\l l.111 K.-1t z h..-Hl phonr•cl ilnd t,h,7t h<• hil<l spokrn
with the Commissioner who stated that he had no problem with the conditions
as discussed, if the Board gave a yes vote to his recommendations.

Dr. Brennan said the proposed motion was nebulous.

The Chairman then attempted

to clarify the motion by explaining that the Board would be voting to volun
tarily raise the limits of the FMMJUA, in return for certain conditions to

be supported by the Commissioner.

Following a short recess, the Chairman called the meeting back to order. 'I'he
General Manager announced that it had been requested that the individual votes
of the Board members be recorded. The Chairman called for the vote on the

motion approving the recommendations of the commissioner for the FMMJUA. The

motion passed by a count of 4 Yeas and 3 Nays, and was recorded as follows:
Nays
Yeas
Georqe cross

Dr. Brennan

Frank Klopp
Jim Jensen
Charlie Mccallister
Bill Foley
Miles A. McGrane
Charlie Mccallister requested that the Minutes reflect that his vote was
cast on behalf of the NAII.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
-3
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Mr . Cowie explained the conditions presented to the Commissioner as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Some mechanism for reinsurance in case of deficit assessment
against the member companies.
Make available excess claims-made coverage.
Support repeal of the deficit assessment coverage.
Immunity for the Board of Governors and member companies of
the FMMJUA.
Having the FMMJUA statute or Plan of Operation, provide for
actuarialy sound rates.
Resist any efforts to make the FMMJUA a "Deep Pocket" for the FPCF.

Other discussions, as pointed out by Jim Massie, included concern for
maintaining the one-third assessment feature in the statute and the
possibility of retention of funds of profitable years for the use of un
profitable years. These and others were either included in those
presented by Mr. Cowie or not pressed to a conclusion.
In order to bring the matter up for further discussion, the Chairman
requested that a motion be made. Miles McGrane moved that the ComI'lissioner's
recommendations for the FMMJUJ\ hC' aJ?proved, subject to the acceptance of the
six commitments by the Commissioner. This was seconded by Jim Jensen, and
opened the motion to d1c;cussion. Charlie Mccallister asked for an explana
tion of the motion. The Chairman stated that the Commissioner's recommenda
tions for the FMIJUA would be approved by the Board subJect to his agreement
to the- propoc;nls of th<� 1ndustry.
Vince RH> r.:iiscd the- quPstion of possible anti-trust violation by the Board
for <liscussinq r,1lcs or ratcmakinq on husj nc.�ss that the f'MMJUl\ 1s not
presently authorized to write. Counsel advised that these discussions
of the statutes and Plan of Operation of the FMMJUA were appropriate.
Bruce Culpepper, GPneral Counsel, responded that the FMMJUA is confined to
using only actuarily sound rates. Ha added that he was uncomfortable
with the list of "commitments" necessary before the Board would approve the
recommcndutions of the Commissioner since the Commissioner may not have
any control over them because they require acts by the Legislature. Pat
McNally said that the Department had agreed to seek these commitments from
the Legislature.
The Chairman asked if all the agreements had to be accepted by the Depart
ment before approval of the recommendations be given? Charlie Mccallister
said that even if the Board could not reach an agreement, the Commissioner
had the authority by Rule to make the recommendations and the industry
would get none of the caveats proposed, but the Commissioner is offering
some conditions for the Board's support. Miles McGrane added that if the
Board acts in good faith, then the Commissioner would support it. Also,
·that the South Florida physicians are going after relief in the Legisla
ture, and the Board will need all the help it can get from the Department.
The Chairman wanted to clarify the motion further, by stating that before
a final vote would be made, the Commissioner or his office, would confirm
by phone their acceptance of commitmrnts mnde to the industry. Vince Rio

-;"-

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

764

ing m1e of the word "'fair"; deleting design ation of Florida State Fair;
providmi for an adv111ory council; providinr for UJe of buildinp; provid
in« that the Florida State Fair Authority ts an im1trumentahty of the
state; providinc for beverage licem1es; repealing • 6 of chapter 81-81,
La'tVI of Florida, and !I. 6 of chapter 81-297, Laws of Florida, which pro
vtde for review and repeal of the Florida State Fair Authority and the
Agr,culturaI and Livt!tock Fair Council, l'e!�t1vely; providing for le�'ll5lative reVJew; prov1dmg an effective date.
-WH read the second time by title.
The Committee on Agnculture recommended the fo11owing amend
ment3 whic� were moved by S,nator Kirkpatnck and adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 24, line11 1-4-19, strike all of sub&ection (4)
Amendment 2-In title, on page 1, line 21, strike "'restricting we of
the word ·r■ir';'"
On motion by &-nator K1rkpatr1ck, by two-thirds vote HB 408 u
amended. wu read the third time by title, passed and certified. to the
HomJe. The vote on pMHge wu:
Yeu-39
Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Ca!!tor
Childel'!I, D.
Childm, W. D.
Crawford
Dunn
Fo,

Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
l-{air
Henderson

H,ll

Jenne

Jenninp
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Lan�ley
M■lchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPhenion
Meek

Myers
Neal
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomu
Thurman
Vo�
Weinstein

Nays-None
On motmn by Senator M,ueolis, the rulet were waived and the Senate
reverted to-MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable Curti.t Pder•on, Pre•ident
I am d1rrcted to inform the Senate that the Houn of Repreeentativet
hu pt11111ed. ID amended CS for HB 758 and reque!lta the concurrence of
the Senate.
__Allen Morn•, Clerh
By the Committee on Touri!lm & Economic Dev"lopment and Repre
sent.ftltive SimonCS for RB 758-A bill to be entitled An act relating- to commercial
development; creating- 1. 288 062, Florida Statutes; directmc the Depart
ment of Educat10n m consultation with the Department of Commerce to
develop a comprehen!l1ve plan to promote better relations between cPr
t&in org1m1zat1on!!I in the state and foreign nations; requiring- completion
of the plan by February 1, 1984; providinr for the required elem"nll of
the plan; prov1din1 for a stfttewide conrMence; prov1din11 apphcab1lity;
providing an 11ppropr1ation; prov1din� an effective date,
-wu read the finit time by title and referred to the Committee on
Commerce
SPECIAL ORDER, continued
On motion■ by Senator Margolis, by two-thirds vote CS for HB 758, ■
companion measure, wu withdrawn from the Committee on Commerce.
On motion by Senator Marg-oli!I, the rules were waived and CS for HB
758 wii!I '!urn!t1tuted for SB 684. On motion• by Senator Marg-oli1, by
two-third!I vote CS for HB 758 w■!I read the second ttme by title and by
two-third!! vote read the third time by title, pul!lf'd and certified to the
Hou!le The vote on passa«e wu.
Yeas-39
Mr Pre'lid"nt
Barron
Beard
Carlucci

Dunn
Ct1stor
Fo,
Ch1ldel'!I, D
ChildeMJ, W. D. Frank
Gersten
Crawford

Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gnnle

Hair
Henderson
H,11
Jenne
Jenninp
JohMton

Kirkpatrick
Malchon
Mann
Mua:oli1
Maxwell
McPherson

June 2, 1983
Meek
Myers
Neal
Plummer
Rehm
Scott

Stuart
Thomu
Thurman
Voet

Weim.tem

N11.ys-None
SB 684 was laid on the t.able.
On motions by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 1251 wu withdrawn from the Committee on Judicia
ry-Civil, HB 591 wa■ withdrawn from the Committee on Commerce and
House Billa 1071 and 1003 were withdrawn from the Committee on Natu
ral Resources and Conservation and placed on the local calendar.
On motion by S"n&tor Barron, the rules were waived ■nd by two-third ■
vote SB 1142 wl!ls placed on the revised special order calendar.
On motions by Senator Barron, the rule, were waived and by
two-third■ vote CS for SB 512 WM withdrawn from the Committee on
Finance, Taution and Claim, and by two-thmlJ vote placed on the
revised special order calendar.
On motion by Senator Johmton,' the rulee were waived and by
two-thirds vote SB 688 wu withdrawn from the Committee on Appropri
ations.
On motion, by Sen.tor D. Childers, the rulet were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 1109 wu Withdrawn from the Committees on Health
11.nd Rehabil1tat1ve Servicea and Appropriations.
On motion by Senator D. Childen, the rulea

were waived and-

RB 1109-A bill to be entitled An act relating to cancer control and
research; l!lmendmg s. 3813712(4)(■), Florida Statute., 1982 Supplement,
expandmg the membership of the Florida Cancer Control and Re!!earch
Advisory Board; amending 1. 381 3812(4), Florida St.atutet, 1982 Supple
ment; ehmmatmg the propartional utilization requirement with respect
to funda for the statewide cancer �stry program; requiring reimburse•
ment of r,uonable COBts to reporting hospital!; providin1 an effective
d•te.
-a companion meuure. wu ■ubltituted for CS for SB 777 and read
the second time by title On motion by Senator D. Chdden, by two-third•
vote HB 1109 w.. read the third time by title, pa.,aed and certified to the
Hou,e. The vote on puuge wu:
Yeu-38
Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Cutor
Childers, D.
Childel'!I, W. D.
Crawford
Dunn
Fox

Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gnzzle
Hair
Henden:on
Jenne
Jennings

Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Lang-ley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Mu:well
McPherson
Meek
Myers

Neal
Plummer
Rehm
Stuart
Thomu
Thurman
Vo�
Wein!ltein

Nays-None
CS for SB i77 was laid on the table
On motion by Senator Thomu, the rule!!J were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 1302 wu w1thdrt1wn from the Committee on Com
merce.
On motion by Senator ThomuHB 1302-A bill to be entitled An act relating- to medical malpractice
insurance, an,endmr 1 627 351(4), Florida Statute., 1982 Supplement;
requiring- the Florida Medical Malpractice Jomt Underwriting- Assoc••·
t10n to make c"rtam levels or coverage available to phys1c1t1ns, 09teo
path!!, podiatrist.I, hospitals, and ambulatory !lurgicft.l cent.en; increasing
potential asses!lment!!J against members; providinc immunity from suit to
certain per'lon!I relatmr to actions taken in performance of dutie!!; prov1d·
inc for dtpartmental approval of r11.�1; deletm1 obtolete lang'tlace ;
■mending • 768 5.((2) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, per ·
m1ttmg the Florida P&tient's Compensation Fund to reject certain risks;
chang-mg- h■b1hty hm1U of the fund, increasing- financial respons1b1htY
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2 An adequate escrow account m the applicable amount set forth in
parapaph (0 per claim and 3 timN the per.claim limit in the agregate
per year. plu1 an additional amount which it 1ufficient to meet claims
ddenae and expensea; however a total escrow account for all y�u• equal
to reserved lou and expenH amount, for known cue, plUI three times
the 11.pplicable amount set forth in pararraph (0 plus $45,000 shall be the
maximum escrow amount required;
3. Medical malpractice irniurance m the applicable amount set forth
in paragraph (0 or more per claim from private immrera or the Joint
Underwritm11 AMOCi■tion e1tabl1shed under a. 627.351(7); or
.(_ Self-imn{rance as provided in •· 627 357, providin1 cover11e in the
applicable amount set forth m paragraph (0 or more per claim and 3
times the apphc!!ible per-chum hmit in the aggregate per year
(c) Any hospital that can meet one of the following provisioM demon
stratin!f financial r!!ponsibihty to pay claims and costs ancillary thereto
arisins out of the rendering of or the failure to render medical care or ser
v1cea and for bodily inJury or property damage to the person or property
of any patient uisin!f out of the activities of the h01pital in this state or
armnt out of thf! actwitif!• of covf!rf!d mdwiduals listt!d m paraxraph
(e) shall not he required to participate in the fund:
t. Post bond in an amount equivalent to $10,000 per claim for each
hMp1tal bed in such hMpital, not to n.ceed a $2,500,000 annual
.11�gregate.
2. Establish an escrow .11ccount in an amount equivalent to SI0,000
per claim £or each hospitaJ be<t in tmch h�pita.l, not to n.ettd a
$2,500,000 annual aggregatf!, to the ut,sfaction of the Department of
Health and Rehsbtlitative Servicea.
3. Obtain professional liability coverage in an amount equivalent to
$10,000 or more per claim for each bed in such h01pital from a private
insurer, from the Joint Underwriting Aasociation established under s.
627.351(4), or through ■ plan of self-insurance a■ provided in ■. 627.357.
However, no hOl!lpita.l shall he required to obtain such coverage in an
amount exceed in!f ■ $2,500,000 annual ag�qate.

,uJ,

(d) l. Any health care provider who !!lee■
,mieip■h ii, ,he NR!l1
M pnrtic1pata in th� fund and who MMI does not meet the provision■ of
para�aph (b), shall not bf! coiwr�d by th" fund he nh:Jeei '9 li■htlii!,
u"eler law ,:;thi,wt re�■Pel ,e the Jmt.11ien1 er thi■ eeei$ien.
2. Annually, the Department of H•■lth ■nd Reh■bilit.tive Service■
shall rPQuire documentation by each hoep1ta.l that such hOl'!pit.al is in
compliance, and 1hsll remain m compliance, with the provision, of th11
,ect1on. The de-partment shall review the documentatfon and then d"hver
the documentation to the board or governors. At lent 60 day1 prior to the
time a license wtll be i8sued or renewed, the department shall request
from the board or governors a certification that each hMpttal 1s in com
plisnce with the provi!ions or this 8ection. The board of governon 111hall
not he h.11ble under the law for any erroneou, certification The depart•
ment shall not issue or renew the licenee of any hosprtal which hu not
bee-n certified by the board or �ovemors. The license of any h08p1tal that
r.11 ils to remain m comph.11nce or f,uh� to proV1de such documentat1on ,hall
be revoke-d or suspende-d by the d ep.11.rtmenL
(e) The covere.�e afforded by the fund for a partic1patm1 hospital or
ambul.11tory surg1c.11l center sh.1111 e.pply to the officers, trustees, volunteer
worbrs, trs1ne-es, committe-e me-mbe-n finclud1ng physicians, osteopnth111,
pod1.11tri,L111, .11 nd dentisU), and employee! of the hMp1tal or ■mbulatory
sur�icftl center, other thsn employed physicians licensed under chapter
458, physici.11n's ftMistants licensed under chapter 4:58, �teopath■
license-cl under chapter '159, den t18t■ licen,ed under chapter 466, and
podiatm1ts licensed under ch.11pter 46 1. However, the coverage nfforded
by the fund for a participating hospital shall apply to house phy1ic1an1,
intern11, employed. phy.• ician r"·•1dent6 ph�iP1•111 in a resident traming
program, or phy!ic111ns performing purely admmistr■tive duties for the
pe.rtic1patmg hosp1tal11 other than the treatment or patient■• Th18 cover•
e.�I!' shall spply to the h�p1tal or am bulatory surgical center and those
included m this !ubsection .11s one henlth care provider.
(0 Each health care provider shall be r�pons1ble for paying the
amount nf each $dtl"ment or Judgmf!nt for rach claim up to the fund
en try level � amount it 6"l"ch Th" •tltct�d tntry levf!l shall bl! not
le.�s than � the followmg ■mounts:
I. ♦11 i,f July 1, 108'.,h $100,000: pl'!P elaiM "' seoo,ooo per eee'ilPPelH'e
I�

A11 of ,July 1, 1983: $150,000 per cl111m or $500,000 per occurrence.
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2 � AA of July 1, 1986 $200,000 per claim or $500,000 per occurrence.
3 4. AJ or July 1, 1989- $250,000 per claim or $500,000 per occurrence.

A..t of Ju ly 1, 1989 the minimum "ntry ltvtl amount ,hall bt mdtud to
tht mtdical compommt of tht con,umer price index and ,hall be
ad1ruted by the fund tach ytar thtreafttr accordinily.
(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.-

(a) The fund.-There i■ created a •Florida Patient'■ Compensation
Fund" for the purpose of paym!f that portion of any claim arising out of
the rendering of or fatlure to render medical care or servicea, or aruin1
out of nctivit1es of comm1ttee1, for health care providen or any claim for
bochly injury or property dam■11e to the person or property of any
patient, including all patient inJur1ea and deaths, arisinc out or the mem
bers' acttvities for thO!!e health care providers set forth in subpara1raph11
( l){b) L, 5., 6., and 7. which is in excess of the fund tntry ltvf!l ultcttd
111111" ■11 11e, te"h i11 r,•r•gnpl,, (!IHO and leu than the 111HiMYM limit
atlt!cttd eleKe4 under paragraph (2)(b). The fund shall be reapon.,ibl11
It.Me only for payment of claim1 qain11t health care provtden who art in
compliance with the provi1ion11 or par■paph (2)(b), of reasonable and
necessary expense. incurred in the payment of claim■, and or fund
administrative expenses..
{b) Fund admmiltration and operation.-The fund shall operate ■ul,..
ject to the supervis10n and approval or ■ board of covemors consistin1 of
a repr!!entat,ve or the in,urance mduatry appointed by the ln1urance
Comm1ss10ner, an attorney appcunted by The Florida Bar, ■ representa
tive of physicians appointed by the Florid■ Medical Auoc11tion, ■ rep,.
sentaltve of physiciana' m!urance appointed by the lmurance Commi1sioner, a representative of phy11c1■m' 1elf-msuranoe appointed by the
ln!urance Commill!lioner, two representatives of hoepitals appointed by
the Florida H�p1t■l Auociation, • repreAent■tive of h01pital insurance
nppointed by the lmmranc1 Commissioner, a repreeent■tive of ho8pital
self-insurance appomted by the Insurance Commi11Sioner, a represent.a•
tive of the oeteop■thic physiciam' or podiatrists' insurance or
self-insurance appointed by the Insurance Commiuioner, and ■ repre■en•
tative or the general public appointed by the In■urance Commi1Sioner.
The board of 1ovemon ahall, durin1 the rtr!lt meetinc after June 30 of
each year, choose one of it■ members to serve u chairman of the board
and another member to serve u vice chairman or the board. The mem
bers of the board shall be appointed to serve terms of .( yean, except that
the initial appointment of a 1'presentative of the general pubhc by the
Insurance Commissioner, ■n attorney by The Florida Bar, a rPpret1ent■tive of physician■ by th, Flonda Medical Auociation, and one of the two
representabvea or the Florida H08p1tal Association ahall be for terms of
3 yean, and thereafter they shall be appomted for term• or -4 years. Suh•
sequent to an imt1al appointment for a 4:-year term, the representative or
the oeteopathic phy1iciana' or pod1■tri1t1' insurance or 8elf-insur.11nce
appointed by the Insurance Comm11A1oner and the representative of ho••
p1tal self-insurance appomted by the Insurance CommiMioner shall be
appointed for 2-ye■r term■, and the1'■fter they shall be appointed for
terms or .( ye■n. The mem bers ■ppomted during 1979 who have not
re<111gned sh.1111 automatically, and without further action of their respee•
t1ve eppointing: authorit1P11, be the initial appointees hereunder and !!hall
contmue their present service to serve the terms specified herein. Each
appointed member mny de1111gnate m writing: to the chairman an alternate
to act m the member'111 nb�ence or incapacity. M"mbtr6 of th" board and
their alt "rnatta may bt reimbursed from the O!!f!b of tht fund for
upmu! mcurrtd by them a• m,m bt"r! and alttrnat t"a to tht board of
governors and for comm,ttu work, but they shall not othtrwt6" b" com·
pen.sated by the fund for thtir 1trvict1 a• a board membtr or altt!rnatt
Th,rf! shall bt no liability on thf! part of, and no cau•f! of action of any
nature shall artst axam.,t tht fund or it• attnt• or t!mployt""• proft•·
1ional adv11or1 or comultant1, mtm b"r$ of tht board of govtrnors or
tht!tr alttrnat"s, or tht Department of /ruuranu or ,t, rf!prt!untatwt■
for any action tahtn by th"m in tht pt!rformamc� of thttr powua and
dutt"a pursuant to thu uction
(c)

Tht fund shall have tht power to

Sul! and bt ,u"d and app"ar and dtff!nd an all action., and pro
cetdinga m ita namt to th" ,ame ":rt"nt a• a natural peraon
2 Adopt, change, amend, and rtpeal a plan of operation, not incon�
·• "ttnt with law, for tht regulation and administration of tht affairs of
tht fund. Tht plan and any changea thtrtto 6hall be filrd u•ith tht
Inaurance Comm18$Wnt!r and arf! a ll aubJ�ct to hu approval prior to
1mpltmentatwn by tht! fund All fund mt!mbtr•, board mtmbera, and
tmployet6 ,halt comply with tht plan of optration
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lim1U! for hMp1tals not part1c1patmg m the fund: increa�ing the fund
entry Jp,vpJ, providing for r" 1mburt1"m"nt of bonrd mt-mbers, provid ing
immunity from hab1lity for cp,rltl.m actions of b6ard mPm�r!I and others,
granting certain powera to the fund; requiring approval of fund member
ahip fees and esessment.3 by the Immrance Commi1s1oner, providing that
fund memheMJ must pay protested aMea11,ment prmr to film� 1ml, rPmov
in,: limitatmne on deficit ■sse!lsment.3 to fund mem�I"!; prohibiting e1."•
cut1on ■!'"■lm�t the fund due to maufficient ■MPtl!., prov1din,: for 21tay of
necut1on absent poeting of 11u� r!ledtas bond, providing for a !!l8y of exe
cution a�•mst fund mem�rt1. prov1dmg for term1na t1on of coveraie by
the fund under c,rtiun cond1t1om, and for cessation of coverage by the
rund, prov1dmg efr"ctive da�!I
-wa� read the second time by title
Senator Thomu moved the following amendment
A'm "ndm ent 1 -0n P!l.l" 2, lme 9, !!trike evrrythmg nfter the enl!lct
mg cltrn<:!' and msert.
Stction 1 Sub-;ection (4) of !lect1on 627 35 1 , Flond.11 St.atut�, 1982
Supplemtnt, 1<: amtndtd to r!'l'ld
627 35 1
(()

Immrance ri!lk apport1onmtnt plans -

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE RISK APPORTIONMENT -

(a) ThP dPpartment !!hall, aft.er consultation with in!lurel"!I H !let forth
in paragraph (b), adopt a jomt underwr1tmg plan a!I ■et forth in para
rr■ph (di
Ent1t1e!I hCPnsPCI lo iMut cuualty in!lurance u defined in 1
624 605( 1 )(b) , (k), and (q) and self-in!lurers authorized to l!l�ue medical
malpractice insurance under • 627.357 shall participate m the plan and
■hall hf. members of the Jomt Underwriting Auociatton
(b)

(c) Th!' Joint Underwriting Auociatton ahall opera� aubject to the
1u()f'rv1s1on and 1pprov1l or a board of governora comustmg of repre1ent1t1vet1 of five of the in!luren1 participating in the Jomt Underwriting Asso
ctation, an attorney to be n■m"d by The Florida 8!1.r, a phya1cian to be
named by the Flor1d1 Medical Auociation, and a hMpttal repreeentative
to be named by the Florida HMpital Aeaociation The board of governon
shall chOOM", duri ng the fi111t meetmg of the board after June 30 of each
year, one of iU m"mbere to serve u chairman of the board and anothe-r
member to eerve l!I V1ce chairman or th" board There &hall be no liabil·
&ty on th, part of, and M caw-e of action of any nature •hall ariu
a1ain1t, any mtmbl!r 1,uurer, •elf.,n,urer, or 1t1 atent, or employee,,
the Joint UnderwritinK Auociation or ,t. agent, or employee,, member,
of th, board ff/ 1ov,mor,, or the dtpartment or it, repr,,enta hve, for
any action tahen by them in th, performance of their pow,r, and duties
under thi, ,ubsection.
(d) The plan shall provtd" coverqe for cla1m1 ari!lini out or the ren•
dermr of, or failure to render, medical care or aervicet and, in tht case of
health car!' fac1htit11, covera&e for bodily mjury or property damage to the
penon or property of any patient arising out of th" in1ured '1 act1vitie8, m
appropriate pohcy forms for all health can providen as defined m para•
graph (h). The plan shall include, but ahall not be hm,ted to
1. Cl,w1fication� of rieka and r■te!I which reflect pHt and prospective
Jou and ei:pense ei:perience in d1ffe-rtnt areu of practice and m different
geographical 1re■1 To OA.'IUrt" that plan rates art" ad,quatt" to pay claims
and up,n...ffl!.'I, th, Joint Underwritmt As,ocmtion sha ll dl!l'l!lop a
m"an, of obtaarung lo.'ls and rxpe,ue uperience, and the plan ,hall file
,uch up,r1enct", wh,n at,adablt", with th, dtpartment tn 1ulfment
ddatl to mo.ltt a dt"term,natwn of rate adequacy Within 60 daytJ a{tl!r
a rat, fiknt, tht" departm"nt ,hall approve 1uch rates or rate reumom
o, ore fully •upport!'d by th, filing In addition to provuiom for do1rm
and t:r.p<'n.'1«!1, the ratr·mahint formula may mdudt! a factor for pro·
i�ct«!d claims t�ndin, and a martin for contin,enc1e, The me of t�nd
factor, ,hall not be found to be inappropnat�
2 A rating plan which reeonably recognizes the prior claims experi•
ence of immreds
3

Prov1s1on1 u to rates for:

a. ln1ured1 who are retired or semiretired.
b

The e!ltl.lel of dece-ued in!lureds.

c

Part-time profeu:ionals.
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Protection in 1n amount not to ucetd $250,000 ptr claim,
annual aggr�ta l<' for htalth·care provid�rs othtr than holpi
ta ls, and for ho1pttals an amou nt not to excud SJ O,O()(J per bed ptr
claim, not to excetd $2 5 million annual aggrega t, Such cov�rate for
non-ho.� pital health care promders ,hall be avmloble a.1 pri mary cover·
age and a� exct.'ls cov�rate for the layer of c:overag, betwun thr primary
cov,ralfl! and total limit.'! of $250,000 per daam, $750,000 annual
aggregate "' he det.eP'flUflletl hy t,he hteYr•nee Cel'ftffli8111101"1e,
4

$750,000

5 P,et,,e "t.iel'I "' 111emhe,e ef the Fler1dft P1tiel'lt'!I CemJlel'IHtie"
fw,.fl es�f1'9iieheEI wftEler e ?SB et. "IIhieh "II111 ee er t.ht ft:lll affll'lldftt ef •")
er •II l!'lefie1t. ae1eeemt11t.e 1snldei!I h:, the f-ufti!I •g,1i111t. • Mtmher f!lr the
198:;! lli�8� fi1eal )e••· The Jlrtmiwrn ee11t.iftg,e11e, •e!le!l■ffleftt ■g,a1ftet. J!leli
eyhehlul!I awt.her11ed i11 J!lar■g,raf)h (e) lieee 11et. a11J1ly $e J!leh"iee i1mm!I
pt1ftlHaP1t. t,,e t.hie p•r1,:r■J1h. The ,at.r rh•rg,etl f'.er 1weft 11ret,,epf,1eft 1h•II
net. "ured ll'lt'! t.h1rli af t,,he ftlentherehip fee ehargell t.he r,ie111her h�t' $he
fwr1d Thu� 11ret.eet.ien 1h•ll el'lly he a• a1lahle t,,o f.u11li 1ne111h"PB •!I liefined
in e '7fii8 51(1)(h}:;! , a, 4 , al'll'l. 8 •"• rNp1est f:e, t.ft1e ,,,et.eebel'I M1::1!lt 'ee
�1-n • r1hl'lg "' •" a,:tnl Suth ee erage shall he mal'l.e a ail•hle l'll'I
lat.rr than lht f:iNt tiay ef t.ht f:i@el!II year hen'lg, eo• ertd l!lftel @hall 'et ,1::1,
thl!l!'ltd, 1f st. all, ne lat.er thu1. the ll!lst dfty of: euth fi9eal Yt'l!IP Thie eld'e
J!ll!IPl!l,:rt1rih eht1ll 1t.aftl'l. reriealtti Jldly 1, 1983
The lft!IWl'lnee Ce,a,1n1ee1n..er May1 '" hie El.1eeret.iel'I, PPfll::llre t.hat Jl'lewrere
J!lart.1e1pat.1ftg, n, t.heJ,,.,., U!fttler"11 1P1t.1"g >,eeoeiat.ien etler elll!'Jelf! "euen,:e
Section 2. Su�ectione (2) and (3) of section 768 54, Florida Statutes,
1982 Suppl"ment, are •mended to read·
768 54 Li111it...t,,1e" ef liahility aftd Patient's compe-nHlion fund (2)

COVERAGE blAlllblTY

(a) All ho■pital!I, unleu ei:empted under this paracraph or paragraph
(c), ■hall, ind all health care prov1dera other than ho■pitals may, pay the
yearly fee and aMeMment or, in cues in which such ho■pital or health
car" proV1der joined the fund after the fiacal year had ht-gun, a prorated
fee or a"eeuiment into the fond pursuant to 1ube"ction (3). Any hoepital
operated by an qency or the 1tl.te ■hall be ei:empt from the provisions of
thi1 section and ■hall not ht required to participate m th" fund
{b) Whenever I claim covered under subsection (3) results in I aettle•
tnent or judrment again1t a health care provider, the fund ,hall pay to
the utent of it, co�rax� 1h•ll :.t liable h t,,he e11te..t ef the ee er-,:e 1f
the health care proVJder hu paid the feH and any OA1e.ument1 required
punmant lo aubsection (3) for the year m which the incident occurred for
which the claim ii filed, provides an adequate defense for the fund, and
]Jaya the mitial amount of the claim up to the •pplicable amount eet forth
in paragraph (0 or the maximum limit of the underlying covtrage main•
tamed by the health care provider on the date when the incident occurred
for which the claim ii fil!'d, whichever i!I greater. ColH!ra,e, for ,uch
clairm ,hall bt prouidtd on an occurren("e ba,i, by the fund mdepen·
dently for !'ac:h fucal y�ar, ,uch fucal yf!ar to run from July I to June
30 The fund may also prou1de coverate• for portioru of tach fi1cal y�ar.
The limit, 1111111•w• h111i& of ,uch coVf!rate afforded by h■hiltt.y ef the
fund for each health care provider oth"r than a ho,pital shaU not e:xc�ed
total limit, for both entry lelH!l and fund coueragf! of M $1 million per
claim with a S3 million annual attretate, or $2 mtlhon per claim with a
U million annual aggre1ate, $3 Ft11lhen 11er el■im1 SS Ft11llifln per tl■iffl,
18 milhe" 11er el11rn, er UO millio" per elaim, u .'lelrctf!d � by the
health care providtr. In th� cau of covf!ragt for a hrupital, thf! limit of
coveraRe afford�d by tht fund .'!hall not e:tcf!ed total lamtt.'I for both entry
levrl and fund colH!ratl! of $2 5 m1ltton ptr claim w,th no annual
aggregafr The hea]th care provider .,he Mal1e1 11i1"h tleel1f'lft 1s
responsible for the paym,nt of hahle fer any amount of a claim m Hces!I
of the elected limit. The fund shall not be responaible for payment of
punitive damages aw•rded for actual or direct nep;hg:ence of the health
care provider member. The health care provider shall have the same
respomnbihty for punittve damaeta it would have 1f it we're not a member
of th" fund. A health care provider may have the necefl■ary fund1 avail•
able for payment when due or may provide underlying: financial reapon■i•
btlity by one of the followmp; methods
1 A bond in the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (0 per
claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim limit in the acire11te per year,
pill! an add1t1ona1 amount which i!I aufficient to m""t claims defense and
ei:penses, however I tot.I.I bond ■mount for all years equal to reserved lou
•nd ei:penae ■mounU for known cues plu!I three times the •pplicable
amount ■et forth in p1r•graph (0 plus S-4-5,000 shall be the muimum
bond amount required. The bond 1hall be purchased from a licen1ed
surely company;

I
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I. Any per8on may file an action agam1t a participatin1 health care
provider for d1mage11 covered under the fund, es:�pt that the person
film1 the claim shall not recover 11.g:11m�t the fund unleu the fund wu
named u a defendant in the !U1t. The fund ia not required to actively
defend a claim until the fund is named therem. Ir, after the facts upon
which the claim ia hued an reviewed, it appean that the claim will
exettd the applicable amount set forth in pi,,rag:raph (2)( 0 or, 1f greater,
the amount of the health care provider's ba11c coverage, the fund !hall
appear and actively defend itself when named u a defendant m the 1u1L
In so defending, the fund shall retain counsel and pay out of the account
for the appropriate yeM attome)'!I' feet and expenses, includm1 court
cotta incurred in defending the fund In any claim, the attorney or law
firm retained to defend the fund ■hall not be retained to defend the Joint
Underwriting AMociallon authonzed by 11. 627.351(4-). The fund i11 autho
rized to hf"l(ot1ate with 11.ny diiimant-8 having: a judgment exceeding th•
applicable amount !let forth in paragraph (2)(0 to reach 1n apttment a■
to the manner in which that portion of the judgment exceedmg !luch
amount i11 to be paid. Any Judgment affecting: the fund may be appealed
under the Florida Appellate Rules of Procedure, u with any defendanL
2. It 11hall be the re8ponsibility of the in11urer or self-insurer providing
m■urance or 11elf-insur■nce for a hnlth care provider who ia abo covered
by the fund to provide an adequate defeme on any claim filed which
potentially affect.a the fund, with re11pect to such in■ur■nce contract or
11e lf- in11urance contract. The insurer or 11elf-in1urer 11hall act in a fiduciary
relabon1hip toward the fund with respect to any claim affectin1 the fund.
No ,ettlement exceeding the applicable amount set forth in parqraph
(2}(0, or any other amount which could require payment by the fund.
shall be agreed to uni ... opproved by the fund.

'

3. A pet"80n who ha recovered a final judpnent acain■t the fund or
again11t a health care provtder who i11 covered by the fund may file a claim
wtth the fund to recover that portion of 11uch Judgment which i■ in es:ceu
of the applicable amount eet forth in paragraph (2)(0 or the amount of
the health care provider's buic coversge, if rreater, u 11et forth m par■•
�aph (2)(b). The amount of liability of the fund under • JUd«ment,
includin« court cOltK, reasonable attorney's fee!!, and interest, shall be
paid in a lump ■um, except that any claim8 for future special damqel'I, 111
set forth in a. 768.•B(l )(a) and (b), ,hall be paid periodically u they an
incurred by the cl.11.imant. If a claimant die11 while receiving periodic pay•
mentA, payment for future medical es:pen8el shall ceue, but p11.ymrnt for
future w111g:r IOM, if any, 11hall continue at a r.11.te of not more than $100,000
per year. The fund may pay a lump 1um renecting the present value of
future w.11.g:e loues in lieu of continuing the periodic payment.a.
4-. Payment of 11ettlement■ or judgment.8 involvinf the fund shall be
paid in the order recf'1ved within 60 da}'8 after the date of tettlement or
jud�ent, unleu .11.ppealed by the fu nd. If the account for a c1ven year
d°" not have enough money to p.11.y all of the 11ettlementa or 1ud�entt,
tho� cleims rece1vrd after the fund! are exhausted !!hall be payable m
thr order in which they are rece ived Howtut!r, no claimant shall haue

the niht to t:ucute agaimt the fund to tht uttnt that tht Judgmtnt �
for a claim couertd m a mtmbtnhip ytar for which tht fund has 1mu{f,
c1rnt antts to pay tht cla,m, tu dttermintd by mtmbtr,hrp ftts for
such ytar, mut,tmf"nt income ttntrattd by ,uch ftts, and cu,tssmtnt,
collf'cttd from mt-m bers of such ytar Whtn a fund ytar ha, 1mu{f1c1tnt
a,sf.'t, to pay clauru, the fund shall not bt rtquirtd to post a suptrst
dea<, bond in order to d
. ay tucution of a Judimtnt pmdtn8 apptal Tht
fund ..hall rttain a rt:a,onable .m m of mont:y for payment of admin1stra
tw,. and chums ,xptn..t which monty sha ll not bf" sub1,ct to t.ucutwn

5 Exc�pl to the t'xtent of the approprtatt fund entry ltvt!l amount
s,l,ct,d, ,f a judKmf"nt i, tntt:rtd aiauut the fund for a year in which
t hert' are in,u{ficit'nt as.1t!ts to ,ati"fY the claim, an automattc "tay of
t!l'.t!CUtwn and collf.'ction in fa vor of the fund mtmbtr shall ui.,t for that
portion of the 1udgmtnt which txcet:ds tht seleclt:d tnlry level amount,
and for whu·h fund coveragt exuts Such .1tay ,hall only be granttd to
tho,� m.lmbtrs who havt fully comphtd with tht! rt:qurrt:mtnt6 of fund
mt mbrr"hip, and �hall bf! m tf{�ct unttl adequote ant"smt!nt, art col1,-ct,d by tht fund to pay the da1m. Upon comptltnt proof that tht: por
tion of any claim cm•f"rtd by the fund ts uncollecttblt from th, fund, the
m,mbtr 's stay of tucutton may bt! vacated by the court, upon applica
tion by tht plaintiff and hta rm.g tht!rton
6 &-- If III he.11.lth c.11.re provider part1cipatmg- in the fund bu cover11111:e in
exc"l'l8 of the .11.pphcnble amount ,et forth m p.11.ra�r.11.ph (2)(0, such he.11.lth
care prov ider !!hall be h.11.ble for los,e! up to the amount of h11 covera�e.
And such he1dth care provider 11h1ll receive an appropr1.11.te reduction of
the ftt!! end ft�l'lmenll for partic1p.11.t10n m the fund. Such reduction
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shall be rranted only after that health care provider ha■ proved to th•
s.■ t111faction of the fund that !!ucb health cue provider had 1uch covera1•
during: the period of memben1h1p of the fiacal year.
7 Sr The manager of the fund or hi• ■s1111ta.nt II the qent for service
of prOCHS for the plan.
(t)ffi The fund shall e11ta.bli11h a ri,k management prosram by July 1,
1982, .11.1 a pllrt of it.I admini11trative functions. All health care proV1den.,
11 defined m 1ubparag:nphl (t )(b)t., 5., 6., and 7 , participating in tM
fund shall comply with the provi1ions of the risk manqement prosrun
"tabbl'lhed by the fund. The ri11k management program 1hall include the
following: componenU:
1. The investigation and analy!!is of the frequency and cau11es of g:en
er.11.I categories 111.nd specific type■, of advene mc1dentt cau11mg: injury to
p.11.t1ents,

2. The development of appropriate meuurea to minimize the risk of
injurie8 and adverse incident.a to patient.a;
3. The anal�i• of patient g:rievancet which relate to patient care and
the quality of medical 11ervice;
4-. The development and implementation of an incident reportinc
s�tem hued upon the affirmative duty of all health care provtders and
all a,entl and employees of health care providers and health care facili•
ties to report inJur1e1 and incidentl; and
5. Auditing: of participating health cue providers to ■s1ure compli•
ance wtth the prov111on1 of the risk management prosram.
The fund shall establish a schedule of fee 1urcharce1 whiih- 1t 11hall levy
upon participating: health care providen which are found to be in viola
tion of the provi11ions of the ri11k management prog:nm Such schedule
!!hall be suhJN:t to approval by the department and shall provide an
eecalating scale of surcharges baed upon frequency and severity of the
incidf'nt.8 m v10lation of the ri11k man■rement proeram. No health care
provider 11hall be required to pay 1 11urcharge if it hu corrected all vio)a..
t10n1 of the provisions of the ri!lk management program and e1tabli11hed
ftll affirmative program to remain in compliance by the time 1ta next fee
or use11"ment is due.

(h) The fund shall df!t�rmine, no later than 7 day, prior to th�
btginnin, of tach fucal ytar; whether the total of thf! membership fee•
to bt! charted for tht fiscal ytar to hralth care provider applicants other
t han hospitals uu,uU $5 mi llion and whdhtr tht total of the membtr1hip fu, to bt char,ed to hosp,tal applicant, txcetd, $12 5 mtll,o,i If
tht total of the mtm btrsh,p fee• to be charged to health care provider
applicant, other than hosp,taU dMs not ucttd S5 million, the fund
�hall return the mtmbushtp fets coUecttd from such prov,dt:rt and
shall, not latt:r than tM day pnor to the btginmn, of tht fiscal ytar.
notify all such providen, advu,n, them that covera«e will not be aootl·
ablt from tht fund Thertafttr, the fund may not ,s,ue covtraie to any
health care prou,dtr, includ1n, any hospital, for that fucal year ff the
total of tht membtrship fte, to be charttd to ho"pital applicants for the
{t!fcal year dots not excud $12 5 million, the fund ,hall rt!turn tht mtm
btr�htp {us collecttd from tht hospital, and shall, not latt:r than tht!
day prwr to the beginning of tht! {!seal ytar, notify iuch hospi tals that
covtrage of ho,"pttal, will not be auailablt from tht fund Thertafttr, tht
fund may not nsut covuax� to any ho!1p1tal for that {,,cal year If tht!
fund ctasf"s to prov1dt coueratt! to hospitals, ho1p1tals shall continue to
mtf"t tht financial respon.11btlity requirtment. of subparagraph■
(2) (c) 1 , 2 , or 3 An application for fund mtmber�h,p for a particular
fucal ytar doe, not 1uarantet covera1e for that ytar, and the fund i, not
liable for coveraxe of an applicant for any fiscal ytar m which the fund
dot's not provtdt coutra8t m accordanct with the prouuions of thil
paragraph
Section 3

This act shall take effect upon becoming: law.

Senator Scott moved the following amendment to Amendment 1 which
was .11.dopted:
Amendment I A-On pag:e 4-, hne 28, after "agency" msert:

t•1<,wn, or ,nstrum t:ntahty

, !fu bdi�

A mendment 1 u amended wu adopted
Senator Thomas moved the followmg: amendment which wu adopted:
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3 Have and rxeretu all pmt•ero; neces.,ary or conuenrrnt to l'ffrct any
or all of thr purpost!.</ for whtch tht! fund ur cr,at,.d
-4 Enttr rnto ,uch contracts as a,,. nrce,sary or propt!r to carry out
thr provwom and purpo-.1'& of this $1"cl10n
5 Employ or rdam ,uch persom a, arr nf'ct!ssary to pt!r/orm the
admmtstratwt and financial tran.o;ai'tiom and rl!<ipon.,; ibJht1t>!J of the
fund and to ptr/orm othrr nf!us1;ary or proprr functwm unlr:ss prohib
itt!d by law
6 Talu ,uch lt!tal action ao; may � nrcts1Jary to avoid paymtnt of
improper claims
7 lndtmn1fy a n tmploytr, ORl'nt, mt'mbtr of thl' board of ,a�rnors
and any alrernatt, or any pnson actm,r; on brhalf of the fund m a n of{I·
cia l capacity, for rxpe n�e,, including altnrnpy's fees, Judgments, fi nes,
and amounts paid m ut tlem,nt aetua llv and rta rnnablv mcurrtd bv
h i m m connection u•tth any actwn, suit, or pmceedm�. �nclu dmp an)·
appta l thereof an ,;;mg out of his capacity m actmg on btha lf of thP fund,
if ht acttd tn �ood fa ith and m a manntr ht rtatronably btl1tvtd to b, m,
or not oppaud ta, the best mtntsts of tht fund and, with rt1ptct to a ny
criminal action or procttdmg, had r,asonab(,. cau•t to btlitve h,,s con
duc-t wa• lawful
(dl Fe-el!I ■nd Hl!le!!l!�menta -Each health care provider, u set forth in
■ubsectmn (2), electing to comply with p11ragraph (2l(b) for a given fiscal
year ■hall pay the feel!I and any uee!'ll!lmenta ettablil!lhed under thu1
,rction nlativt to •uch fi•cal ytar ffl., for de�it into the fund�
■hall hP •emiiietl f.er flPriA"11 in a 111anrier J'Pl!flertflrfl hy \he lrif!Mr■ner
CemmiMiener ThOM! entering the fund after the fil!lc■l year hu begun
■hall pay a prorated ■hare of the yearly fee■ for a prorated membership.
Actuarially sound membership fee■ payable annually, semi.11.nnue.lly, or
quarterly with appropri&te tt-rvice- charJt� ■hall be el!ltahlil!lhed by the
fund prior to July I of rach fit1cal year, hHed on the following cons1der1tionl!I:
1. Put and prospective loes and iexpenl!le experience in diff,rent typea
of practice and in different geograph1ca1 areu within the ■tate;
2 The prior claim!! experience of the members covered under the
fund; and
8. Risk f■cton for penons who are retired, ■em irttired, or J>ffrl-ltme
profess1on■Js.
8ueh fee■ ••Y l,e atlju11\elli tls.,ll'lw■rfl f:!'IF an� f:i11 ,al year 1n whirft • h1u1er
aml\Hlt weulfl lie afle111\:laie anti in 11•h1,h ifte atlfl1tieP1al fer .,eullli net he
l'leee■H� ie a,.91nl.e111 the flel enr� ef: iftr t:..1111'1 Such fee!! 1h&ll be hued
on not more th1rn three geographical area•, not necel!ls■rily contiguou8,
with fivt cetegor1e!IJ of practice ■nd with cate,:oriel!I which contemplate
■eparate ri11lt r■tmgs for hospitals, for health mamtenance Of1amzat1on1,
for ambulatory ■Ull'ic■I f1c1hl1e!I, and for oth,r mN:lical facilit1e!IJ Th,
fund i!! authorized to adjuAt the fees of an md1vidual member to rt'flf'Ct
th, claiID8 experience of 1uch member Each fi11cal year of the fund shaJI
operate indeJ>"ndently of precedmg fiscal yl!!'lni Partictpanta ,hall only
be hable for ese'\l!lmenta for cl11ms from yean durmg which they were
members of the fund, m CUe! m wh ich a participant 11 a member of the
fund for ltts than th, total fi!!cal year, a member 1hall be aubJect to
useasmenl! for that year on I pro rat.a ba1111.!I determined by the J>"rcent
age of part1c1pat10n for the ye.11.r Th, fund ,hall "luhm1t to th, lruuranct
Commissioner tht clms1ficatwn.,;; and m,mb,r,h1p {tt1 to bt charg,d,
and tht lmuranct Comm,s.non,r •ha ll rtVlf'W •uch ftt1 and ,hall
approve.them 1f thty comply with all th, rtquirtment• of thitt 1f.'clion
and fmrly rtfltct tht coru1dtrat1on.."' providtd for in thi• u·ction If tht
clat1tt1{tcatwm or rntm btr•hip fu1 do not comply with this •tction, th,
lruurancr Cammu."ltaMr •hall •d cla.uificatioru or mtmb,nh,p {t'f.'I
which do comply and which ,,� du, r,coinition to all coruidtratioru
provrdtd for in this •echon Fee,, alt'lennmtn\91 er ref:1:111tll!I 11.!:II he ■ei hy
,he IP11urenet Ce111Mil!leiener eft.tr en11n,IIMdien •111ift \he l!eartl ef ,:euer
ners ef t.ht fu11tl Nothmg containrd herem 1h1II bf' construed u im�
ing liability for payment of any part of ■ fund deficit on the Joint Under
writing A!noc1■tion authoriz.ed by s. 627 .351 (4){+} or it!! member insurere
If the fund determtnel!I that the amount of money in an account for a
given fil!ICal year i■ in excens of or not ■ufficient to n1lit1fy th, claims made
againet the account, the fund 1hall certify the ■mount of the projected
exce111 or innufficiency to the ln1ur.11.nce- Comm1!'sioner and requel!lt the
Insurance Commi!!stoner to levy ■n as:!'let111ment agam11t or refund to all
participant.8 in the fund for that fincal year, prorated, ba■ed on the
numbtr of daye of partic1pation during the year m que■tion. Th, Insur-
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anct Commnsiontr shall approvt tht fund 's requt!tl to rtfund to, or ltvy
any assettttmtnt against, tht participant,, provided tha t thr rtfu nd or
outsttm,nt fairly rt{ltcts tht same considerations and cla,s,{lcatwm
upon which tht mtmbtrshtp ftes wtrt ba1td Th, a.se.u ment ,hall bt in
an amount •ufficient to ,ati,;;fy rf.'urvt rtqmrtmtnts for Jmown claims
including txptmt1 to 1atrt1fy tht clmm, madf.' agm nst tht account for a
iw,n fiscal ytar In any procteding to chafltng, the amount of tht
r,fund or a�sesttmtnt it � prtsumtd that the amount of r,fun d or
an,umtnt rtqutsttd by tht fund u correct , 1f tht fund d,momtra tt•
that ,t ha• rutd rtattonablt cla1rm handlint and rt•trv,n, proctdurt1t
Add i twnal �ussmt"nts may bt ctrt,fied and ltv1td in accorda nct with
th i s paragraph as ntct6sary for any fiscal ytar If o fund membtr
obJtcts to hL-S asunmtnt, ht 1hall, � a cond1t1on prectdtnt to bri ngm1
l,ga l action conttsting th, a!Jstssm,nt, pay tht astttumtnt, undtr pro
test. to tht fund If necennary to pey cla1mn and rel■ted n pennen, fees,
■nd cost! timely for a tiven fiscal year, the fund may borrow money
neN:led for current operations from 1n account for another fi,cal year
until nuch time 1n sufficient funds have been obtamf.'d throu�h lht' ftM�
rnf.'nt process Any euch money, together with mterf.'!l ■t the meen mter
est rate earned on the investment portfolio of the fund , shall be repaid
from the next ll!lsesgm,nt for the given fiscal year. Tfte lnewrariee Cl'lm
111iee1ene, l!ll!e:11 e,8er 1!11:tth ref:111nEI tn, er le.., 11:1rh eeeeMmrnt ■geinei,
1\lrh ri■rt.ir1ri1tni!'I in ame1.1nie t.:t.a, fairh reAeet 01r elaee1He.tiene pre
ee,1beEI e.he•oe ■ntl are l!\:J:Uieterti ie ehtairt ihc 111eney neePl!IHr, is ,neet all
ele1me fer t.fte.t fil!lrel ye■r In r,e e■l!le eh■ll &ny Ml!leeemrrit f:er aJ'l•rt.ie1:1l1:r
yeer e,:einl!I\ IIPI'' health eart 11re• 1fler, eiher 01e11 iheee heohh tare J'IPA
,id,,. flefined in ewh,,eragrerih■ (lHhH , f; , 6 , a11fl 7 , eneeefl en e,neul'lt
e'11:tftl t.n � \1mee ifte feel!! er1,:in•II� fl•ifl hy l!lweh healih eur pre 1tler fer
J!lart.1eiJt1\ieri 1n t.he H:lnd t:er ihe K111ft�ear gp,,ng ri1t t.e eueh a■etl!lemtn\,
lf any useesmenl! are levied m accordance with this au�ection H a
result of claims in excell!I of $500,000 per occunence, and 1uch uee!!,
mentl are I result of the liability of certain individual, and entitles speci
fied m paragraph (2)(e), only hoepitals sh&II ht L!IUbJect to ■uch assel11ments. Prior to approumg tht fund '• rtqut•t to chartt membt"r•h1p /et1,
,uut refundtt, or ltvy a11t1t1menb, the Insurance CommU8loner ,hall
publuh notice of the requf.'1t m thf.' Flor,do A.dmmi1ttratwt Wrthly Pu.r
•uant to chapttr 120, all parht• 1ubstantially affected may rtqu,.t
appropriate procttdin1s Pttttiom for ,u.ch procetdant• •hall b, filf'd
with the Departmtnt of lruurance within 21 daytt after the datt of pub
licotwn of notict in the Flonda Admm1•tratwe Wtdly
(t)Uf

Fund accounting and audit.-

I. Monty � she.II be withdrawn from the fund only upon vouch
el'! u authorized by the board of governon.
2. All book!!, record,, and audil!! of the fund ■hall be open for rel.!'lon
able inspection to the general public, except that • claim file in poueumn
of the fund, fund members, and their mnuren 1h1ll not be ava1l1ble for
review during: processing of that claim Any book, record, documf'nt,
audit, or a..�t acquired by, prepared for, or p.11.id for by the fund ia tmbJect
to the authority of the board of governon, which ■hall be re!pon11ble
therefor.
3 Penon!'I authorized to receive deposit.I, 1eaue vouchers, or withdraw
or otheTWJse d1sbune any fund moneys shall post a bl■nkr-l fid,hty bond
in 1n ■mount real!IOnably sufficient to protect fund &S8el8 The COil of
euch bond shill be p11d from th, fund
4 Annually, the fund shill furmnh, upon request, 1ud1ted fin&nc11l
report., to any fund parttc1pant and to the Dep■rtmf.'nt of lnl!lur■ncf.' and
the Jomt Leg:il!llat1ve Aud1tmg Comm1tlff. The reports t1h1II be prepared
in accordance with accepted accounting procedure!!! and shall mclude
mcome and 1uch other information u may be required by the Depart
ment of Imurance or the Jomt Leg1slallve Auditing Cofnm1ttee
5 Monty � held m the fund 1h1ll ht invested in inter
e11t-be1rinr investment.a by the board of governors of the fund as adm1m1trator. However, m no case !!h■ll such moneys be invested in thf.' ,tock of
any m!!urer participating in the Joint Underwritinc Afll■oci■tion author
ized by 1. 627.351 (4) or in the parent company or company owninK' • con
trolling intere11t of euch insurer All mcome derived from ■uch mvest
menl! shall be credited to the fund
6. Any health ca.re provider part1cip.11.ting in the fund may withdraw
from Buch participation only at the end of a fiscal year, however, such
health c■re provider !!Iha.II remain subject to any asse11ment or any refund
pertaming to any year in which 1uch member part1cip1ted in the fund

(f)W Claim• procedures -
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Amendment 2-In title, on p!!!�e! 1 and 2,""1trike everything before
the enacting clftu"" and m�ert An set relatmi to profe,"ional me.lprnc
t1ce, amendmg • 627 351(4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplemf'nt, requir
ing the Florida Mffi,cal Malpractice Jomt Underwr1tm1 AM1ocu1.t1on to
make cert.am level!.'! of coverage 1v11lable to phy!ncums, osteopath,, hospi
tals, and ambulatory 111ur�ical centers, del,tmc obsolete language, amend
ing 1. 768 5-4(2), (3}, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, mcreatiing the
fund rntry level; rPqumng approval of fund member!.'lh1p ftts and as!.'less
menlfl by the ln!.'lurance Comm1ss10ner, removing hm1tabon1 on deficit
Ul!eMmenta to fund members, prov1dmg immunity for hoard members;
providing cert.am powerl!I to the fond, providing cond1t1om1 for prote-sting
usessment3, proV1ding for stay of ei:ecution against the fund, providing
for minimum ftt requirements for fund to offer coverage; providing eff,c
tin P,e.t,s
Further conc;1derat1on of HB 1302 was deferred
On motion by Rene.tor Jenne, the Senate reconsidered the vote by
which SB 1130 pllssed this day
Pendmt: further com1ideration of SB 1130 as amended., on motion by
&nator J,nne, the rule! were waived and by two-th1rd11 vote HB 1239
wu withdrawn from the Committee on Jud1c1ary-C1vil
On motion by Senator Jenne, the rul� were waived andHD 1239-A bill to be entitled An ad relating: to lien■, creating: !I
713.79, Florida Statute!!, prov1dinc that a lien for certain charge!! and fees
of any publicly ownNI and operated airport attaches to any aircraft
owned or operate-d by a person owing: !luch charge■ and fee!, providing a
penalty; creating 1 713.792, Florida Statutes, providing for enforceability
of certain hens with rnpe<:t to aircraft; providing: for required notice; pro
vidin,: for applicability; providing an effective date
-a companion meuure, wu substituted for SB 1130 and read the
eecond time by title
Senator Jenne moved the following amendment.a which were adopted
Amendment I-On page 1, hne 16, strike everything after the enact
ing clause and insert
Section 1. Airport facilitie!I, lien for landmg and other fee! -
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such aircraft Any person who removes or attempt! to remove any 11uch
aircraft from such airport after service or J)Ol!ltmg of the notice of lien 11
herein provtded, and �fore payment of the ■mount due to the airport for
landmg fees and chariea incurred by such aircraft, is guilty of a misde
meanor of the second degree, pumshable H provided in s 775 082 or 1
775.083

Se-ction 2. Subl!lection (1) of section 713 58, Florida Statute�, is
amended to read
713.58 Lie-ns for labor, M services, or matenal en J!lef'lU'Jnal
l''e"erty.
(1) Any p�r,on who furnish�$ In fe.,e, ef perMft8 )!lerfe,Ming labor, M
services, or material to (ftf' any other person ,hall have a b�n; upon the
personal property for which the labor, services, or material rs furmshed,
ef the laUe, tit'"'" loi1eh t.he lalio• e, !11!1'"1 lee■ 1e pepfe,1nel!I, or which 19
m�ed in the bu�ine.,s, occupation, or employment m which the labor, M
!l,rv1ces, or mat�rial 1s fumnhed J!ler�e,,,.ed
S,ct1on 3. Section 713 792, Florida Statutes, is created to read
713.792 Lien!I for aircraft, notice -Any lien da1med on an aircraft
pursuant to 1. 713.58 is enforceable when the henor records a verified hen
notice wtth the clerk or the circuit court in the county where- the aircraft
wu located at the time the labor, service!!, or material WH lHt furni!lhed
The notice shall et.ate the name of the lienor, the name or the owner,•
description of the aucraft upon which the lienor has expended labor, ser
vtces, or material; the amount for which the lien ifl claimed, and the date
the expenditure wu completed. This ■ection does not affect the priority
of competing interests in any aircraft or the henor'1 obligation to record
hifll lien pul'!luant lo 1 329.01.
Section 4. Section 125.021, Florida Statutes, il!I hereby repealed
Section 5. Thi■ act ehall take effect October 1, 1983
Amendment 2-ln title, on pare 1, atnke everythmg before the
enacting clause and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to liene,
provtdmg for the 1mpoeition of a hen on certain aircraft landing on cer•
tain pubhcly owned and o�rated airport.a; proh1b1tmg the removal of
such aircraft after notice of hen hu been aerved or posted, providing pen
al.ties, amendinc s. 713.58(1), Florida Statutn; providing for hene. upon
personal property for labor, ■ervtce1, or material, creating 1. 713 792,
Florida Statutes, providing for notice of 11ens for aircraft; re�aling 1.
125 021, Florida Statute!!, relating to liens on aircraft landmg at county
airports, providing an effective date.

(1) The coveming body of any publicly owned and o�rated airport
ibaU have a hen upon all aircraft landing upon any airport owned and
operat.M by it for all charge!! for landmc fees and other fett. and charre-s
for the use of the fac1htiH of such ai rport by any 1uch aircr■ft,-when pay
tnent of 1uch charge!! and feel!I is not made immediately upon demand
therefor to the operator or owner of the aircraft by ■ duly authorized
employee of the airport. The lien for the full amount of the ch■rget!I and
fees due to the airport or roverning body of any publicly owned and oper
ated airport ■ttache,i to any aircraft owned or operated by the person
owmc such cha�e-s and fees. Such lien may be enforced u provided by
law for the enforcement of warehou&emen•• lienl!I in this ataU'

On motion by Senator Thomu, by two-third!! vote HB 1239 u
•mended wu read the third lime by title.

(2) It is unlawful for any person to nmove or attempt to remove any
auch aircraft from 1mch airport after notice of the hen hu bttn served
upon the owner or operator thereof or after po!ltmg of such notice upon

On motion by Senator Barron. the Senate adjourned at 7·11 p m to
reconvene at 9 30 am, Friday, June 3

Further com1ideration of HB 1239 wu deferred.
CORRECTION AND APPROVAL OF JOURNAL
The Journal of June 1 wu corrected and approved.
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6

l:btc

An act relating to medical malpractice

l. 2

insurance, amending s

l. 3

627.351(4), Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; requiring the
Florida Medical Malpract1ce�Jo1nt Underwriting

1.4

Assoc1at1on to make certain levels of coverage

7

available to phys1c1ans, osteopaths, hospitals,

8

and ambulatory surgical centers; 1ncreas1ng

9

potential assessments against members, deleting

10

obsolete language, amending s. 768.54(2), (3),

11

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement; permitting

12

the Florida Patient's Compensation Fund to

13

reJect certain risks, 1ncreas1ng financial

14

respons1.b1l1ty l1m1ts for hospitals not

15

part1c1pating 1n the fund, requ1r1ng

16

anesthesiologists with staff privileges at

17

participating hospitals or ambulatory surgical

18

centers to be covered by the fund; increasing

19

the fund entry level; requiring approval of

20

fund membership fees and assessments by the

21

Insurance Commissioner; removing limitations on

22

deficit assessments to fund members; providing

23

for termination of coverage by the fund under

24

certain conditions and for cessation of

25

coverage by the fund; providing effective

26

dates

1.5
l. 6
l. 7

1.8
l. 9
1.10
1 11
l. 12

l. 13

27
28

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

1 enc

29
30
31

Section 1.

Subsection (4) of section 627.351, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read·
l
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1

subparagraph 2.; blood banks, plasma centers, industrial

2

cl1n1cs, and renal d1alys1s facilities; or professional

3

associations, partnerships, corporations, Joint ventures, or

2.47

4

other assoc1at1ons for professional act1v1ty by health care

2 48

5

providers.

6

2.

11

0ther medical fac1l1ty" means a facility the

2.46

l,t

7

primary purpose of which 1s to provide human medical

2.49

8

diagnostic services or a facility prov1d1ng nonsurgical human

2 50

9

medical treatment, to which facility the patient 1s admitted

2.51

10

and from which fac1l1ty the patient 1s discharged w1th1n the

11

same working day, and which facility 1s not part of a

2.52

12

hospital.

2.54

13

purpose of performing term1nat1ons of pregnancy or an office

14

maintained by a physician or dentist for the practice of

15

medicine shall not be construed to be an

16

fac1lity. 11

17

3.

However, a £ac1l1ty existing for the primary

11

other medical

"Health care facility 11 means an y hospital licensed

18

under chapter 395, health maintenance organization

19

certificated under part II of chapter 641, ambulatory surgical

20

center licensed under chapter 395, or other medical facility

21

as defined in subparagraph 2

22
23
24
25

(1)

The manager of the plan or his assistant is the

agent for service of process for the plan
Section 2

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 768.54,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read

26

768.54

��ffi��at�eR ef ;�ae�;��y aR6 Patient's

27

compensation fund.--

2.56
2.58
2.60
2.61
2.62
1 t
2 64
1 t
2.66
2 68
2.69

28

(2)

COVERAGE hfABfhf,¥.--

1,t

29

(a)

All hospitals, unless exempted under this

Lt

30

paragraph or paragraph (c), shall, and all health care

31

providers other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and
6
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2.73

l

assessment or, 1n cases in which such hospital or health care

2

provider Joined the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a

�

prorated fee or assessment into the fund pursuant to

2.74

4

subsection (3).

2.75

5

state shall be exempt from the prov1s1ons of this section and

6

shall not be required to part1c1pate 1n the fund.

7

may establish reasonable cr1ter.1a for re7ect1ng health care

8

providers, other than hospitals, having adverse claims

9

experience.

Any hospital operated by an agency of the
The fund

2.76
l·lus
2.78

Whenever a claim covered under subsection (3)

2.79

11

results 1n a settlement or Judgment against a health care

2 81

12

provider, the fund shall pay to the extent of its coverage

2 82

13

sfia�l Be ��aB�e �e ��e ex£e�� e£ �fie eeve�age 1£ the health

2. 83

14

care provider has paid the fees and any assessments required

2.84

15

pursuant to subsection (3) for the year in which the incident

3.1

16

occurred for which the claim is filed, provides an adequate

3.2

17

defense for the fund, and pays the initial amount of the claim

3.4

18

up to the applicable amount set forth in paragraph(£) or the

3.5

19

maximum limit of the underlying coverage maintained by the

3 8

20

health care provider on the date when the incident occurred

21

for which the claim is filed, whichever is greater.

22

for such claims shall be provided on an occurrence basis by

23

the fund independently for each fiscal year, such fiscal year

24

to run from July 1 to June 30.

25

coverages for portions of each fiscal year.

26

fflaH±ffl�ffl i±ffl±� of such coverage afforded by i±a�±i±�y ef the

1.los

27

fund for each health care provider other than a hospital shall

3.17

28

not exceed total limits for both entry level and fund coverage

29

of Be $1 million per claim �_th a $3 million annual aggregate,

3.20

30

or $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual aggregate, $3

3.21

31

ffl±±i±e� �er eia±ffl7 $5 �±ii±e� pe� eia±ffl7 $8 ffl±ii±e� �er eia±ffl7

3.22

10

(b)

Coverages

The fund may also provide
The limits

7
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1

e� �i9 ffl½ll½e� �e� elaiffl; as selected elee�e6 by the health

2

care provider

3

l1rn1t of coverage afforded by the fund shall not exceed total

4

l1m1ts for both entry level and fund coverage of $5 m1ll1on

5

per claim with no annual aggregate.

6

wAe Makes s�efl elee�!eR 1s responsible for the payment of

7

l!aBle fe� any amount of a claim in excess of the elected

The health care provider

The fund shall not be responsible for payment of

8
9

In the case of coverage for a hospital, the

pun1t1ve damages awarded for actual or direct negligence of
The health care provider

3.24
l:lus
3.28
3.31
3.32
3 34
3.36

10

the health care provider member.

11

shall have the same respons1b1l1ty for punitive damages it

12

would have 1£ 1t were not a member of the fund.

13

provider may have the necessary funds available for payment

3 .40

14

when due or may provide underlying financial responsibility by

3.41

15

one of the following methods·

3 42

16

1.

A health care

A bond in the applicable amount set forth in

3.37
3.39

3.44

17

paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim

3 45

18

limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

3.47

19

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

3.50

20

however a total bond amount for all years equal to reserved

3.51

21

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

3.54

22

applicable amount set forth in paragraph {f) plus $45,000

3.55

23

shall be the maximum bond amount required

24

purchased from a licensed surety company;

25

2

The bond shall be

An adequate escrow account in the applicable amount

3.57
3.58

26

set forth 1n paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the per-claim

27

limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

3 60

28

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

3.61

29

however a total escrow account for all years equal to reserved

30

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

31
8
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1

applicable amount set forth 1n paragraph (f) plus $45,000

3.64

2

shall be the maximum escrow amount required;

3.65

3

3

Medical malpractice insurance 1n the applicable

3 66

4

amount set forth 1n paragraph (f) or more per claim from

3.68

5

private insurers or the Joint Underwriting Association

3.70

6

established under s

7

4.

627 351(7); or

Self-insurance as provided 1n s. 627.357, prov1d1ng

3. 72

9

coverage 1n the applicable amount set forth 1n paragraph (f)

3.73

9

or more per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim l1m1t

3 74

1n the aggregate per year

3 76

10
11

(c)

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

3.78

12

prov1s1ons demonstrating financial respons1b1l1ty to pay

3.79

13

claims and costs ancillary thereto ar1s1ng out of the

3.81

14

rendering of or the failure to render medical care or services

15

and for bodily inJury or property damage to the person or

16

property of any patient arising out of the activities of the

17

hospital in this state or arising out of the activities of

3.84

18

covered individuals listed in paragraph (e) shall not be

4.1

19

required to participate 1n the fund:

20

1.

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $5 million per

3.82

4.2

21

claim with a $10 million annual aggregate $±97999 �e� ela�ffl

4.3

22

€e� eaefl Res��tal aee �R sMe� fles�½ta±7 ftet te eHeeea a

4.5

23

$�,589,889 aaRMal agg�egate.

24

2

Establish an escrow account in an amount equivalent

25

to $5 million per claim with a $10 million annual aggregate

26

$19 7 999 �e� ela½ffl ie� eaefl fles�½tal eee ½� stte� Res�½ta±7 �et

27

te eY.eeee a $� 7 599 7 988 aHRHal agg�egate, to the satisfaction

28

of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

29

3.

Obtain professional liab1l1ty coverage 1n the aa

4 7
4 9

4.10
4.11

30

amount of $5 million per claim with a $10 million annual

4.12

31

aggregate e�½valeRt te $±97898 e� ffle�e �e� ela½ffl fe� eaefl eea

4.13

9
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4.15

sttek kes�½ta± from a private insurer, from the Joint

1

½ft

2

Underwriting Association established under s. 627.351(4), or

3

through a plan of self-insurance as provided 1n s. 627.357.

4

Heweve�, tte kee�½ta± sfla±± ee �ei!fi:!.½ree te eBta½ft sttek eeve�a�e

5
6

½ft aft afflettftt eHeeeS½R� a $�;599;999 a�fitta± ag��egate�
(d)l.

4.16
4 18
4.19
4.21

Any health care provider who eees Ret

7

�a�t½e½�ate

8

afte does not meet the prov1s1ons of paragraph (b), shall not

4.23

be covered by the fund Be sttB;eet te ±½aB½±½ty tta6e� ±aw

4.25

9
10
11

½R

tke fttft6; e� participates 1n the fund and who

W½tfiettt re�a�e te tke �rev½s½efts ef tfi½s seet½eft.
2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

4.27

12

Rehab1l1tat1ve Services shall require documentation by each

13

hospital that such hospital is in compliance, and shall remain

14

in compliance , with the provisions of this section.

15

department shall review the documentation and then deliver the

16

documentation to the board of governors.

17

prior to the time a license will be issued or renewed, the

18

department shall request from the board of governors a

19

certification that each hospital 1s in compliance w1th the

20

provisions of this section.

21

be liable under the law for any erroneous certification.

22

department shall not issue or renew the license of any

23

hospital which has not been certified by the board of

24

governors.

25

1n compliance or fails to provide such documentation shall be

26

revoked or suspended by the department.

27

(e)

At least 60 days

4. 32
4.34

The board of governors shall not
The

The license of any hospital that fails to remain

The coverage afforded by the fund for a

p articipating hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall

29

apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, trainees,

31

4.28
4.30

The

28
30

1: lus

committee members (including physicians, osteopaths,

podiatrists, and dentists), and employees of the hospital or
10
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1

ambulatory surgical center, other than employed physicians

2

licensed under chapter 458, phys1c1an 1 s assistants licensed

3

under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter 459,

4

dentists licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed

4.5 3

5

under chapter 461.

4.55

6

for a part1c1pat1ng hospital shall apply to house physicians,

4.57

7

interns, employed physicians 1n a resident training program,

4 59

8

e� physicians performing purely adm1n1strat1ve duties for the

4 61

9

part1c1pat1ng hospitals other than the treatment of patients,

4.62

10

or anesthes1olog1sts with staff privileges at the hospital or

4. 63

11

ambulatory surgical center when acting w1th1n the scope of

12

such privileges

13

ambulatory surgical center and those included in this

4.67

14

subsection as one health care provider.

4.68

15

(f)

However, the coverage afforded by the fund

This coverage shall apply to the hospital or

Each health care provider shall be responsible for

4.52

4.65

l:t

16

paying the amount of each settlement or Judgment for each

.70

17

claim up to the fund entry level ��½�½a± amount it selects.

. 72

18

The selected entry level shall be not less than ei eae� e±a�ffl

. 73

19

�� �e the following amounts:
. 77

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

�e� eee���eRee1 ,-

As of July 1, 1983,

$150,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence
L3a

.7 9
.80

As of July 1, 1986,

$200,000 per claim or

.83

$250,000 per claim or

1

$500,000 per occurrence.
_:3__4-

As of July 1, 1989,

$500,000 per occurrence.

2

28
29

As of July 1, 1989 the minimum entry level amount shall be

30

indexed to the medical component of the consumer price index

31
11
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l

and shall be adJusted by the fund each year thereafter

2

accordingly.

3

(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND

4

(a)

The fund.--There

1s

created a

5.4
5.5

11

Flor1da Patient's

5.6

5

Compensation Fund 11 for the purpose of paying that portion of

6

any claim ar1s1ng out of the rendering of or failure to render

5.7

7

medical care or services, or arising out of act1v1t1es of

5.8

8

committees, for health care providers or any claim for bodily

5.10

9

1nJury or property damage to the person or property of any

5.12

10

patient, 1nclud1ng all patient 1nJur1es and deaths, ar1s1ng

11

out of the members 1 act1v1t1es for those health care providers

12

set forth 1n subparagraphs (l)(b)l., 5., 6., and 7

13

1n excess of the fund entry level selected �½ffl%£e as se£ fe��ft

14

%� �a�a��a�ft

15

eieetes under paragraph (2)(b)

16

;%aB±e only for payment of claims against health care

5.25

17

providers who are in compliance with the provisions of

5 27

18

paragraph (2)(b), of reasonable and necessary expenses

19

incurred in the payment of claims, and of fund administrative

20

expenses.

21

(b)

f27fft

5.17

which 1s

and less than the maH%fflMffl limit selected
The fund shall be responsible

Fund administration and operation --The fund shall

5 21
l:lus
5 24

5.29
5.31

22

operate subJect to the supervision and approval of a board of

5.32

23

governors consisting of a representative of the insurance

5.33

24

industry appointed by the Insurance Commissioner, an attorney

5.34

25

appointed by The Florida Bar, a representative of physicians

5.36

26

appointed by the Florida Medical Association, a representative

27

of physicians' insurance appointed by the Insurance

28

Commissioner, a representative of physicians' self-insurance

29

appointed by the Insurance Commissioner, two representatives

5.39

30

of hospitals appointed by the Florida Hospital Association, a

5 41

31

representative of hospital insurance appointed by the
12
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posting of supersedeas bond; providing for a
stay of execution against fund member•;

2

providing for termination of coverage by the

3

'

fund under certain condition• and for ce•sation

5

of coverage by the fund1 providing effective

!I

Be It Enacted by __the Legi•lature of the State of Florida:

6

9

date•.

10

'

Section 1.

Su�ection (41 of section 627.351, Florida

11 I Stat utes, 1982 Supplement, i• ameMed to read:

12
13

1&/

'

(a)

l:enc

1.24

1.25

The department shall, after consultation with

1.30

MEDICAL MALPRACTIC� RIS� APPORTIONMENT.--

16/ underwriting plan as •et forth in paragraph (d).
(b)

1.23

1.27

15/ in•urers a• set forth in paragraph (bl, adopt a joint
17

1.22

Insurance ri•k apporti;nment plans.-

627.351
(41

1.21

Entitie• licen•ed to i•sue ca•Ualty insurance a•

1.29
1.31

1.32

1.33

1!/ defined in•• 624.605(1)(b), (kl I and (q) and self-in•urera

1.35

20 I 627,357 •hall participate in the plan and •hall be members of

l.38

19 /

authorized to issue tn@dical malpractice inaurance und.er s.

21 / the Joint Underwriting A•sociation,

22

(cl

The Joint Underwriting A••ociation shall operate

23 subject to the •upervi•ion and approval of a board of
1
2, governors con•isting of repreeentativ@s of five of the

25 in•urer• participating in the Joint Underwriting Association,

U

an attorney to be named by The Florida Bar, a phy•ician to be

�

representative to be named by the Florida Hospital

27

named by the Florida Medical A••ociation, and a ho•pital

The board of governors •hall ehoo8e, during the

�

As•ociation,

31

it• members to serve as chairman of the board and another

30

first meeting of the board after June 30 of @ach year, one of

2
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1.36
1.39

1.40

1.41

1.42

1.43
1. 45
1.47
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A bill to be entitled
ll
31
4\
51
6

•
9

An act relating to medical malpr actice
insurance, amending •• 627.351(4), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supp lement, requiring the

©®
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Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting

l.4

Association to make certain levels of coverage

available to physicians, ost eopaths, hospitals,

1.5

and ambulatory surgical centers, incr•aslng
potential assessments against members:

10

providing immunity from suit to certain persons

11

relating to actions taken in per formance of

12

duties: providing for departmental approval of

13

rates, deleting obsolete language, amending s.

1,

768.54(2) and (3), Florida Statutes, 1982

l.9

15

Supplement, permitting the Florida Patient's

1.10

16

Corrpensation Fund to reject certain rlsksr

17

changing liability limits of the fundr

1.11

16

increasing financial resp onsibility limits for

1.12

19

hospitals not participating in the fund1

20

increasing th€ fund entry level; providing for

1.13

21

reimbursement of board members; providing

1.14

n

l.6
l. 7

immunity from liability for certain actions of

23

board members and others; granting certain

2,

powers to the fund1 requiring approval of fund

1.15

25

membership fees and assessments by the

1.16

26

Insurance Commissioner, providing that fund

11

members must pay protested assessment prior to

18

filing suit, removing limitations on deficit

1.18

29

assessments to fund members, p rohibiting

1.19

30

execution against the fund due to insufficient

31

assets; providing for stay of execution absent

l
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1.20
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2.

A rating plan which reaoonably recognize• the prior ll.70

3.

Provision• a• to rates for,

21 claim• experience of insured,,
3

'
l
6

71

a.

b.
c.

4,

Insureds who ar@ retired or semiretired.

The estatee of deceased insureds.

Part-time profe••ional••

Protection in an amount to be determined by the

8 tn,urance co111111i,stoner,
9

"

,.

;T--Pret�tie,,-te-,oemhere-&f-the-Flerids-Pet!efttie

101 e.,,.peneetien-Fttnd-eeteMiehed-ttftdM-eT-�68Ti4T-wh!eh-w!ll

111 ee•er-the-fttll-emettnt-&f-eny-M-ell-defie!�-eeeeee-e-ieetted

1. 71

1. 72
1.75
1. 75

l.76
1,los
1. 78

12 1 hy-�he-fttnd-a!einet-e-memher-fer-�he-198�-198�-fieeal-yeerT

1.79

1,1 att�herieed-in-pere,reph-�et-d...,e-ftM-e�y�te-l'f'lie¼ee-¼eetted

1.81

131 'Phe-r,remittm-een�in!<!fley-eeeeee"""'�-e!eine�-!"'l¼eyheldere
111 pttrettent-te-th¼e-pere,rephT--�he-re�e-eher,ed-fer-etteh

1. 80

1.82

161 preteet¼en-ehall-nM-eKeeed-ene-third-ef-the-,oeml>erehip-fee

111 eher!ed-the-memher-1,y-the-fttndT--'Phie-r,rM�tien-ehell-enly-l>e 11.84

181 e•eileh¼e-te-ftted-memhere-ee-defieed-in-e•-�'8Ti4�lt���TT-�TT

2,2
191 4TT-end-8T--A-re!tteet-fM-�h¼e-r,re�eeti...,..mttet-i.e-mede-ie
201 writin!-te-en-e!<!fltT--Stteh-e-ere,e-ehell-he-mede-eveilehle-ne 2.3
111 leter-then-the-firet-dey-ef-the-fieeel-yeer-l>ein,-eeYered-and

221 •ha½½-he-pttrehaeedT-!f-et-ellT-ne-later-then-the-laet-day-ef

2.4

131 etteh-f!eeal-yeerT--�hie-etthpere,reph-ehell-etend-re,.eeled-JHly 12.5

241 ¼T-¼983•
15

%I The Insurance Commi•sioner may, in his discretion, require
171 that insurer• participating in the Joint Underwriting

2e I Association offer exces• coverage.

The plan shall make

�I available coverage with limits of $1 million per claim, $3

JOI m�illion annual Aggregate, and coverage with limits of $2

31 I million per etaim1 $4 million annual aggregate, to phyoJcians
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2.7

l,lus
2.9

2.11
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21

member to serve as vice chairman of the board.

There_shall be Jl:lus

no liability on the part of, and no cause of action of any

3 nature shall arise against, any member insurer or self1
' insurer, or its agents or employees, the Joint Underwriting

1.49

6/ of governors, or the department or its representatives, for

1.51

Associatio_n _o_r_ite__aq@nt! or �mp1oyee9 1 members of the boarQ
any action taken by them in the performance of their pow�rs

! I and dutieJt U!l_det-j:._hi_!!___sJ>c�-ee_tJ,of!_.
9

(d)

1.50
1. 52

The plan shall provide coverage fo r claims arising /1.52

,of out of the rendering of, or failure to render, medical care or IL 53
11/

121

services and, in the ease of health care facilities, coverage

f or bo<lily injury or property damage to the person or property /1. 56

131 of any patient arising out of the insured's activities, in
1,1

111

appropriate policy forms for all health care provider• as
defined in paragraph (h).

16 I not be limited to!

17

1.

The plan shall include, but ahall

Classifications of risks and rates which reflect

l!I paat and prosp ective loss and expense experience in different

19 areas of practice and �n different geographical areas.
2()
assure that pl8.n rates are ad�uate to pay claims and
21

22

1.55

To

expenses, the Joint Underwriting llssociation shall develop a

means of obtaining loss and expense e"J?erienee; and the plan

1.58

1.59
1.60

1.61

1: lus

1.63

23 s hall file such experience, when available, with the

1.64

25 rate adMuacy.

1.66

24 department In sufficient detail to make a determination of
Within 60 days after a rate filing, the

�

department shall approv@_such rates or rate_revislons as are

28

claims and expenses, th& rat@-makinq formula may incl.ude_a_

27

�

In addition to provisions f_or

fully supported by the ftling.

factor for projected Claims trending and a margin for

1.65

1. 67

1.68
1.69

30 contingencies. The u_s@_of_. t.r�nd_ .factors shall not _be_found to I 1. 70
I
31 be ina1'1!!.QP.ri&t!!,,
3
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licensed under chapter 458 and to osteopaths licensed under

2\ chapter 459.

Such coverage shall be av ailable as primary

•I between the primary coverage and limits of $1 million per

1\ claim, $3 million annual aggregate, and limits of $2 million
various lesser levels of coverage may be made available.

2.13
2, 14

JI coverage and as excess coverage for the layer of coverage

61 per claim, $4 million annual aggregate, and, 1n addition,

2.12

The

!I plan shall make-available coverage to hoopitals of $5 million
9\ per claim, $10 million annual aggregate , and may make lesser

2.15
2.17
2.18

10\ levels of coverage available, llospital or ambulatory surgic�al 12.19
111 center coverage under the plan shall comply with the
12\ requirements of s. �627,4146.

\2.20

\2,23
(e) In the event an underwriting deficit exists for
131
141 any policy year the plan is in effect, each policyholder shall

11 pay to the association a premium contingency assessment not to
1
l
16 exceed one-half Mie-�lliPa of the premium payment paid by such 1,1us
111 policyholder to the association for that policy year,

The

l!I association shall pay no further claims on any policy for the

19 policyholder who fails to pay the premium contingency
1

�

21

assessment.

l.

2.28
2.30

Any deficit sustained under the plan shall first be 12.32

221 recovered through the premium contingency assessment.

2. If there is any remaining deficit under the plan
231
2,1 after maximum collection of the premium contingency

2.33

2. 34

25] assessment, such deficit shall be recovered from the companies

2,35

27! direct premiums of each such member written during the

2.36

26\ participating in the plan in the proportion that the net

�I calendar year immediately preceding the end of the policy year

2. 37

301 net direct premiums written in this state by all members of

2.40

29\ for which there is a deficit assessment bears to the aggregate
31I the association.

The term •premium8• as used herein means
5
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This proposal on the FMMJUA ties into the proposal for the
Patient's Compensation Fund in section 2. The PCF is a separate
malpractice fund created by statute. The bill adds a •self
destruct" mechanism that will terminate the PCF unless it
receives $5 million in premiums from individual health care
providers. The PCF presently provides excess coverage up to $10
million per claim over a "deductible" of $100,000. As proposed,
the maximum PCF limits would be reduced to $2 million per claim,
$4 million annual aggregate, the same maximum limits proposed for
the FMMJUA.
A primary difference between the PCF and the FMMJUA is the
assessment method in the event of a deficit. Physicians may be
assessed up to 200 percent of their annual premium in the PCF.
Hospitals are subject to an unlimited assessment, but no
hospitals remain in the PCF today. In the FMMJUA insureds may be
assessed up to 33 1/31 of their premium. The bill increases this
potential assessment to 501 of the annual premium. As presently
provided, casualty insurance companies may be assessed for any
(A one-time provision was added last session
additional deficit.
to allow PCF memb@re to buy ineuranc@ from the FMMJU� to cover
potential assessments in the PCF for 1982-83. This provision is
repealed since it i• no longer applicable.)
The bill provide• additional rate approval standards for
the FMMJUA. The FMMJUA is required to develop a means of
obtaining loss and exp,nse experienc, to be included in a rate
filing with the department. Within 60 days of a rate filing, the
department would be required to approv@ rates as are fully
supported by the filing. The rate-making formula may include a
factor for projected claims trending and a margin for
contingencies.
The bill also provide• immunity from liability to member
insurers or employees of the FMMJUA or the department for any
action taken in performance of their duties.
The Patient's Compensation Fund currently offers excess
malpractice insurance to all health care providers, as defined.

The bill makes the following changes for the PCF:

(1) The PCF would be authorized to reject coverage for
health care providers other than hospitals, having adverse claims
experience.
(2) The maximum limits would be reduced from $10 million
per claim, to $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual
aggregate. For hospitals the maximum coverage would be $5
million per claim with no (unlimited) annual aggregate.

(3) Presently, hospitals are required to join the PCF
unless they obtain coverage @qual to $10,000 per claim for each
bed, not to exceed $2.5 million annual aggregate. The bill
raises this coverage exemption to $5 million per claim with a $10
million annual aggregate.
(4) Preeently individual health care providers in the PCF
are subject to a potential assessment @qual to two time• (200t)
the fees paid for the year in which a deficit occurs. Hospitals
are subject to unlimited assessments. The bill eliminates the
cap on assessments of individual health care providers. They
would also be potentially subject to unlimited assessments.

(5) A "s@lf-destruct• mechanism is provided. If the PCF
does not collect at least $5 million from all health care
providers other than hospitals, then it must discontinue writing
coverage for such providers. If the PCF does not collect at
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill •ubstantially reform• the two state-created
medical malpractice insurance funds, the Florida Medical
Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association (FMMJUA) and the
Florida Patient's Compensation Fund (PCF). For the PCF, maximum
limite are lowered, the cap is removed for assessments against
physicians, and a •self-destruct" mechanism is provided to
terminate PCF writings if the premium volume does not meet a
certain level. �or the FMMJUA, maximum limits are established
and assessments against insureds are increased.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association
-- The FMMJUA, created statutorially, provides medical
malpractice insurance to any health care provider, as defined.
The limits provided are not established by statute, but by the
plan of operation adopted by the Board of Govenors and approved
by the Department of Insurance. Until recently the plan
provided for maximum limits of $250,000 p�r claim, $750,000
annual aggregate. However on March 18, 1983, the FMMJUA Board of
Governors voted to increase its maximum limits to $2 million per
claim, $4 million annual aggregate, in addition to lower limits.
An order to this effect has been issued by the department. The
bill requires these same maximum limits by statute. This
coverage must be offered both as primary coverage and as excess
coverage over and above the physician's primary coverage. The
FMMJUA curr@ntly offers hospitals maximum limits of $2.5 million
per claim, $2.5 million annual aggregate, (The Board has not
voted to change thes@ limits.) The bill raises these hospital
limits to $5 million per claim, $10 million annual aggregate.
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least $12.5 million from hospitals, then it must stop writing
coverag� for hospitals,
(6) If a fund member objects to an assessment, he would
be required to pay th� assessment as a condition precedent to
legally contesting the assessment.
(7) Claimants would be prohibited from executing a
judgment against the fund to the extent that the judgment is for
a claim covered in a membership year for which the fund has
insufficient assets to pay the claim through fees, interest
income, and assessments. If the fund does not have sufficient
assets, it is authorized to appeal a judgment without posting a
bond, and to retain a reasonable sum of money for administrative
and claims expenses.
(8) If there are insufficient assets to satisfy a claim,
an automatic stay of execution is provided in favor of the
insured fund member for the amount of the fund coverage. The
stay of execution shall be in effect until adequate assessments
are collected by the fund to pay the claim. Upon competent proof
that any portion of a claim is uncoll@ctable, the member's stay
of execution may be vacated by the court.
PCF.
III,

(9)

Specific administrative powers are granted to the

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATlONS

The cap on assessments against individuals insured by the
PCF is eliminated. This is done in order to provide a source of
funds in the @vent a d@ficit occurs that cannot be covered by the
present 200 percent assessment cap. Although present law places
no cap on assessments against hospitals, there are no hospitals
left in the PCF. This will increase potential assessments
against physicians, bU--t it will also prevent an individual
physician from being held personally liable for a judgment if the
PCF cannot assess sufficient funds.
In addition, the maximum limits in th@ PCF are reduced
from $10 million per claim to $2 million per claim. This should
reduce the pot�ntial assessments.
The Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
Association (FMMJUA) will be required to write limits up to $2
million per claim, $4 million annual aggregate. If the PCF
"self-destructs" as provided in this bill {by not collecting
enough premiums in advance of the July 1, 1983 membership year),
the FMMJUA would be the only malpractice insurer required to
offer malpractice coverage. The maximum assessment against
physicians in the FMMJUA is increased from 33 1/31 to 50\ of the
annual premium. This would lessen the likelihood of the next
level of assessments against casualty insurers (and their
policyholders) in the event a deficit still exists after
assessing physicians.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial impact.
IV.

v.

COMMENTS
AMENDMENTS

Page 2
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The bill makes the following changes to the FMMJUA:
(1) The bill establishes the maximum limits that must be
offerred by the FMMJUA at $250,000 per claim, $750,000 annual
aggregate. This coverage must be offered both as primary
coverage and as excess coverage over the physician's primary

coverage, so that the total limits would be $250,000 per claim,
$750,000 annual aggregate.

(2) The FMMJUA currently offers hospitals maximum limits
of $2.5 million per claim, $2.5 million annual aggregate. The
bill establishes the maximum limits for hospitals at $10,000 per
bed per claim, not to exceed $2.5 million annual aggregate. This
is the amount of insurance that meets the financial
responsibility requirements for a hospital to opt out of the
Patient's Compensation Fund,
(3) The bill provides additional rate approval standards
for the FMMJUA, The FMMJUA is required to develop a means of

obtaining loss and expense experience to be included in a rate

filing with the department.

Within 60 days of a rate filing, the

4epartment would be required to approve rates as are fully

supported by the filing, The rate-making formula may include a
factor for projected claims trending and a margin for
contingPncies.

(4) The bill provides immunity from liability to
insurers, their agents and employees, FMMJUA agents and

employees, the board of governors, and department representatives
for actions taken in performance of their powers and duties undPr

this statute,

(5) A one-time provision was added last session to allow
PCF members to buy insurance from the FMMJUA to cover potential
assessments in the PCF for membership year 1982-1983. This
provision is repealed since it is no longer applicable.
Patient�s Com�aation Fund--

The Patient's Compensation Fund (PCF) is a separate

medical malpractice fund created by s. 768.54, Florida Statutes.

The PCF presently provides excess coverage up to $10 million per
claim over a "deductible" of $100,000, (The deductible is
scheduled to increase to $150,000 per claim on July 1, 1983,)
The following changes are made to the PCF:
(1)

The maximum PCF limits that must be offered to health

(2)

In the case of coverage for a hospital, the maximum

care providers other than hospitals are lowered to $2 million p�r
claim, $4 million annual aggregate,
cov�rage that must be offerr�d ls lowered to $7.5 million per

claim with no annual aggregate.

(3) The PCF will be prohibited from writing any coverage
for any health care provider in those years that it does not
collect at least $5 million in membership fees from health care
providers other than hospitals, The PCF will be prohibited from
writing any coverage for hospitals in those years that it does
not collect at least $12,5 million from hospitals. It has been
determined that the PCF may not write coverage for membersihp
year 1983-1984 due to insufficient fees, based on applications
submitted,
(4) Presently individual health eare providers in the PCF
are subject to a potential assessment equal to two times (2001)
the fees paid for the year in which a deficit occurs. Hospitals
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill make9change9 to the two state-created medical
malpractice insurance funds, the Florida Medical Malpractice
Joint Un�erwriting A9sociation (FMMJUA) and the Florida Patient's
Compensation Fund (PCF). For the PCF, maximum limits are
lowereO, the cap ie removed for assessments against physicians,
and an annual ftself-destruct ft mechanism is providPd to prohibit
PCF writings for year9 in which th� premium volume does not meet
a certain level. For the FMMJUA, maximum limits are established
at $250,000 per claim, $750,000 annual aggr@gate.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

Ther@ are two state-cr�ated medical malpractice insurance
funds, the Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
Association (FMMJUAJ, and the Patient's Compensation Fund (FCF).
Florida Medical Malpractic e Joint Underwriting
Association-The FMMJUA, created bys. 627.351(4), Florida Statutes,
provi�es medical malpractic� insurance to any health care
provider, as d�fined. Presently, the limits provided are not
established by statut@, but by th@ plan of op�ration adopted by
the Board of Gov@rnors and approved by the Department of
Insur�nc�. The pl�n provides for maximum limits of $250,000 per
claim, $750,000 a�nual aggregate. However, on March 18, 1983,
the FMMJUA Board of GOVPrnor� vot�d to increase its maximum
limits to $2 million p@r claim, $4 million annual aggregate. An
order to thi9 effect was thPn issued by the department. However,
therP was some question whether the dPpartment had statutory
authority to order this level of cov�rage.
�ltt T Mlrtln. Stair Olrectnr

321 TM Capitol, 1.iillah�, P1orida Jl.lOI

f_,.I 4M-1024
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limits in the PCF are reduced from $10 million per claim to $2

million per claim.

B.

IV.

This should r�duce the potential assessm�nt�.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial impact.
COMMENTS

On May 17, 1983, th@ First District Court of Appeals in
Southeast Volusia Hospital District v. State of Florida,
Department of Insurance, Case no. AN-412, AN-367, declared s.

768.54(3) (c), Florida Statutes, creating the Florida Patient's

Compensation Fund, unconstitutional.

On June 9, 1983, the

Florida Supreme Court reversed the decision of the district court
and held the statute to be constitutional on its face ar.d as
applied in Department of Insurance, State of Florida v. Southeast

Volusia Hospital District, Case no. 63,698, 63,699, and 63,751.
The one-page decision of the court stated that an opinion

explaining its rationale and discussing oth�r issues would be
filed at a later date. At this writing the later opinion haA not
vet be@n filed.

v.

LEGISLATtVI'! HISTORY

House Bill 1302 began as PCB 83-44. As originally drafted
PCB 83-44 increased the limits in th@ FMMJUA to $2 million per
claim, $4 million annual aggr@gate. The bill also had a "self
d@struct" mechanism terminating the PCF if it did not generate a
certain level of premiums.

(This was a one-time determination

which diff@red from the annual determination in the enacted
bill.)

PCB 83-44 was first heard in the Subcommittee on Health
Care and Life and H@alth Insurance of the Commerce Committee on
April 19, 1983. Testimony was heard on the bill but no
subcommittee action was tak�n on this date. On April 26, 1983,
the subcommittee heard the bill again, passed five amendments,
and voted out the bill (All of the am�ndments were eventually
enacted in RB 1302. The most important amendment limited a
claimant's right to execute against the fund when there are

insufficient assets.) On this same date the bill was heard by
the full Commerce Committee which adopted all of th@ amendments

approved in subcommittee.

committee on this date.

No final action was taken by the full

On May 3, 1983, th@ commerce Committe@ h@ard PCB 83-44 for
th@ s@cond time. Thre@ additional amendments were passed (which
w@re eventually enacted in RB 1302). These amendments provided
specific powers and duti@s to the PCF board of governors and
provided a limited stay of ex@cution in favor of PCF members for
the amount of coverage provided. The bill was approved and
introduced as RB 1302.
On May 2S, 1983, RB 1302 was read for the second time and

three amendments were adopted.

One of the amendments altered the

time period for det@rmining when the PCF had sufficient
membership fees to continue to write coverage.

(This was still a

one-time det@rmination.) On May 26, 1983, the bill was passed by
the House, as amended, llS-0 (HJ 642).
On June 2, 1983, the Senate adopted amendments to RB 1302

that substantially changed the bill.

The major change was a

reduction in the amount of coverage requir@d to be offerred by
the FMMJUA. While the House Bill required cov@rage of $2 million
p@r claim, $4 million annual aggr@gate, the Senate amendment
reduced coverage to $250,000 per claim, $750,000 annual
aggregate. The •econd major change was a provision for an annual
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are subject to unlimited assessments. However, there are no
hospitals presently insured with the PCF. All hospitals have met
the financial responsibility requirements of this section and

have thereby opted out of the PCF.

The bill eliminates the cap

on assessments of individual health care providers.

potentially subject to unlimited assessments.
(5)

They are now

Additional standards and procedures are provided for

establishing rates for PCF coverage and for levying assessmPnts

in the event of a deficit.

Present law requires PCF rates to be

actuarially sound, which are to be set by the Insurance
Commissioner after consultation with the board of governors of
the fund. The bill maintains the actuarial soundness standard,
and requires the fund to submit to the Insurance Commissioner the
classifications and fees to be charged. The Insurance
Commissioner is required to review the fees and to approve them
if they comply with all the requirements of s. 768.54 and fairly
reflect the considerations provided for in this section. If the

classifications or fees do not comply with this section, the

Insurance Commissioner is required to set classifications or fees

which do comply.

With regard to assessments, the bill requires

the Insurance Commissioner to approve 'the fund's request to levy
�n assessment provided that the assessment fairly reflects the

same considerations and classifications upon which the fees were

based. The assessment must be in an amount sufficient to satisfy
reserve requirements for known claims including expenses to

satisfy the claims made against the account for a given fiscal
year.

I

(6) If a fund �ember objects to an assessment, he would
be required to pay the assessment as a condition precedent to
legally contesting the assessment.
(7) Claimants would be prohibited from executing a
judgment against the fund to the extent that the judgment is for
a claim covered in a membership year for which the fund has

insufficient assetg to pay the claim through fees, interest
income, and assessment-a. If the fund does not have sufficient
assets, it is authorized to appeal a judgment without posting a
bond, ana to retain a reasonable sum of money for administrative
and claims expenses.

(8)

If there are insufficient assets to satisfy a claim,

an automatic stay of execution is provided in favor of the

insured fund member for the amount of the fund coverage.

The

stay of execution shall be in effect until adequate assessments

are collected by the fund to pay the claim.

Upon competent proof

that any portion of a claim is uncollectable, the member's stay
of execution may be vacated by the court.

(9) Specific administrative powers are granted to the PCF
and immunity from liability is provided to various persons for
actions taken by them in the performance of their powers and

duties pursuant to s. 768.54, Florida Statutes.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The cap on assessments against individuals insured by the
PCF is eliminated. This ls done in order to provide a source of
funds in the event a deficit occurs that cannot be covered by the
present 200 percent a•sessment cap. Although present law places

-no cap on assessments against hospitals, there are no hospitals

left in the PCF. This will increase
against physiciane, but it will also
physician from being held personally
PCF cannot assess sufficient funds.

potential assessments
prevent an individual
liable for a judgment if the
In addition, the maximum
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d@t@rmination in th@ PCF (rather than a on@-time determination)
wh@ther th@ PCF would rec@iv@ $5 million in premiums from health
care providers, oth�r than hospitals, in order to b� authorized
to write coverage for that year. The bill was passed as am�nded,
38-0 (SJ 823).
On Jun@ 3, 1983, the Rous@ concurr@d in the Senate
ame�dments, and passed th@ bill as amended, 116-0 (HJ 1136).
On Jun@ 23, 1983, HB 1103 was approv@d by the Governor,
Chapter 83-206, Laws of Florida.

Prepared by,

-

Staff Director,

�:v�o,,f:JA
arai,otl
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PCB 83-45
First Draft
PCB 83-45
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to professional malpractice;
4
5
6

creating s. 395.0031, Florida Statutes;
establishing f1nanc1al responsibility
requirements for ambulatory surgical centers;
creating s. 395.0041, Florida Statutes;
requiring hospitals and ambulatory surgical
centers to provide medical malpractice coverage

9
10
11
12
13
14

for certain anesthesiologists; amending s.
395.0115(1), (2),

Florida Statutes,

1982

Supplement; requ1r1ng licensed facil1t1es to
requiring 1nvest1gation by the governing board

16

Statutes; establ1sh1ng financial responsibility

19

requirements for physicians; amending s.
458.331(1) (t),

Florida Statutes,

21

Board of Medical Examiners to investigate

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1. 9
1.10

Supplement, and adding subsection (5) to said
section; providing definitions; requiring the

23

1. 8

1982

20

22

1.7

of licensed fac1l1ties of certain conduct by
staff members; creating s. 458.321, Florida

18

1.6

discipline staff members for certain conduct;

15

17

1.5

certain physicians; creating s. 459.011,

1.11
1.12

Florida Statutes; establishing financial
responsibility requirements for osteopaths;

1.13

amending s. 627.351(4), Florida Statutes, 1982

1.14

Supplement; requiring the Florida Medical
Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association to
make certain levels of coverage available to
physicians, osteopaths, hospitals, and
ambulatory surgical centers; increasing
potential assessments against members; deleting
1

1.15
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1

accordance with it, except, 1f the settlement involves a

2

minor, the court shall retain the right to review the terms of

3

the offer and acceptance to protect the interest of the minor

9 21

4

as authorized by law.

9 22

5

does not preclude a subsequent offer.
(3)

6

The fact that an offer 1s not accepted

If an offer of Judgment 1s not accepted and the

7

Judgment finally obtained by the plaintiff 1s the same or less

8

favorable to him than the offer made by the defendant, the

9

plaintiff shall pay all taxable costs incurred by the

10

defendant from the date the plaintiff received the offer, and

11

the amount of the Judgment shall be decreased by 15 percent.
(4)

12

If the Judgment finally obtained by the plaintiff

9.20

l t
9.24
9.26
9.28
9.29

13

1s more favorable to him than the offer made by the defendant,

14

interest on the Judgment shall accrue from the earlier or 90

15

days after receipt of the notice of intent to 1n1t1ate

16

l1t1gat1on or the date the plaintiff received the offer, and

.33

17

the amount of the Judgment shall be increased by 15 percent.

.34

(5)

18

This section shall apply to all causes of action

19

with respect to which suit is not filed prior to October 1,

20

1983.

21
22

Section 17.

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 768.54,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:

.35

l,t
.37
39

23
24

9.31

40

compensation fund --

25
26

(a)

All hospitals, unless exempted under this

27

paragraph or paragraph (c), shall, and all health care

28

providers other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and

29

assessment or, in cases in which such hospital or health care

30

provider Joined the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a

31

prorated fee or assessment into the fund pursuant to
28

,t
.43
.44
.45
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1

subsection (3).

2

state shall be exempt from the prov1s1ons of this section and

3

shall not be required to participate in the fund.

4

may establish reasonable criteria for re1ect1ng health care

5

providers, other than hospitals, having adverse claims

6

exoer1ence.

7

(b)

Any hospital operated by an agency of the
The fund

9.46
9.47
1.lus
9 49

Whenever a claim covered under subsection (3)

9.50

8

results 1n a settlement or Judgment against a health care

9.52

9

provider, the fund shall pay to the extent of its coverage

9.53

10

��a�� �e ¼=a��e �e ��e eK�eft� ef ��e eeve�age if the health

9 54

11

care provider has paid the fees and any assessments required

9.55

12

pursuant to subsection (3) for the year 1n which the incident

9 56

13

occurred for which the claim is filed, provides an adequate

9.57

14

defense for the fund, and pays the initial amount of the claim

9.59

15

up to the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) or the

9.60

16

maximum limit of the underlying coverage maintained by the

9.63

17

heal th care provider on the date when the incident occurred

18

for which the claim is filed, whichever is greater.

19

for such claims shall be provided on an occurrence basis by

20

the fund independently for each fiscal year, such fiscal vear

9.67

21

to run from July 1 to June 30

9 68

22

coverages for portions of each fiscal year

23

fflaH�ffl�ffl %�ffl�� of such coverage afforded by %�a��i=�Y ef the

1 los

24

fund for each health care provider other than a hospital shall

9.72

25

not exceed total limits for both entry level and fund coverage

26

of 8e $1 million per claim with a $3 million annual aggregate,

9.75

27

or $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual aggregate, $3

9.76

28

ffl:%%:e� �e� e%a:ffl7 $; ffl:%%:eft �e� eiazffl; $B ffl:ii:eft pe� eia:m,

9. 77

29

e� $19 m:i%:e� �e� eia:m7 as selected eiee�ea by the health

9,79

30

care provider.

l:lus

31

l1m1t of coverage afforded by the fund shall not exceed total

Coverages

The fund may also orovide
The l1m1ts

In the case of coverage for a hospital, the
29

l:lus

9 69

9.83
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1

limits for both entry level and fund coverage of $5 m1ll1on

2

per claim with no annual aggregate.

3

wke fflakee e�ek eiee��eft 1s responsible for the payment of

4

l�a�le ie� any amount of a claim 1n excess of the elected

5

l1m1t.

6

punitive damages awarded for actual or direct negligence of

1 0 .7

7

the health care provider member

10 8

B

shall have the same respons1b1l1ty for punitive damages it

9

would have 1f it were not a member of the fund.

The health care provider

The fund shall not be responsible for payment of
The health care provider

A health care

10

provider may have the necessary funds available for payment

11

when due or may provide underlying £1nanc1al respons1b1l1ty by

12

one of the following methods:

13

l

10.2
10.3
10 5

0 10
0 11
10.12
0.13

A bond in the applicable amount set forth in

0.15

paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim

0 16

15

l1m1t in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

0.18

16

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses,

0.21

17

however a total bond amount for all years equal to reserved

0 22

18

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

0 .25

19

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45, 000

0.26

20

shall be the maximum bond amount required

0.28

21

purchased from a licensed surety company,

14

22

2.

The bond shall be

An adequate escrow account in the applicable amount

0.29

23

set forth in paragraph {f) per claim and 3 times the per-claim

24

limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

0.31

25

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses,

0.32

26

however a total escrow account for all years equal to reserved

27

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

0.34

28

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45, 000

0.35

29

shall be the maximum escrow amount required,

0 .36

30
31

3.

Medical malpractice insurance in the applicable

amount set forth in paragraph (f) or more per claim from
30

0.37
0.39
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l

private insurers or the Joint Underwriting Association

2

established under s. 627.351(7); or

3

4.

Self-insurance as provided 1n s

627.357, providing

10.41
10.43

4

coverage 1n the applicable amount set forth 1n paragraph (f)

10.44

5

or more per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim l1rn1t

10.45

6

1n the aggregate per year.

10.47

7

(c)

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

10 49

8

prov1s1ons demonstrating financial respons1b1l1ty to pay

10.50

9

claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the

10.52

10

rendering of or the failure to render medical care or services

11

and for bodily 1nJury or property damage to the person or

12

property of any patient arising out of the act1v1t1es of the

13

hospital in this state or ar1s1ng out of the activities of

10.55

14

covered individuals listed in paragraph (e) shall not be

10.56

15

required to participate in the fund:

16

1.

Post bond 1n an amount equivalent to $5 million per

10.53

10.57

17

claim with a $10 million annual aggregate $%97999 �er e¼a�m

10.58

18

£or eae� koop��ai eea �n o�en �ee���a¼7 ne� �e eHeeed a

10.60

19

�27599 7 988 annaai ag��e�a�e.

20

2.

Establish an escrow account in an amount equivalent

21

to $5 million per claim with a $10 million annual aggregate

22

$%9 7 999 per eia�ffl £or eaen keop%�a¼ eea %ft oaek keo�%�a¼, ne�

23

�e exeeed a �2 7 599 7999 ann�a¼ aggrega�e, to the satisfaction

24

of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.

25

3.

Obtain professional liability coverage 1n the an

10.62
10.64
10.65
10 66

26

amount of $5 m1ll1on per claim with a $10 million annual

10.67

27

aggregate e���vaien� �e $%9 7 989 er fflere per eia%� £or eae� eed

10.58

28

�n oaek keop��a¼ from a private insurer, from the Joint

10.70

29

Underwriting Association established under s. 627.351(4), or

10.71

30

through a plan of self-insurance as provided in s. 627.357

31
31
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HeweveP, ae fteep=�ai eftaii ee Peq-ct=Pea �e e5�a=a etteft eevePage

10.73

2

!� an amettn� exeeea=ng a $�;5997999 annttai aggpega�e�

10.74

3

( d) 1

Any health care provider who aeee ne�

10.76

4

paP�¼e¼pa�e =n �fte fttna7 eP participates 1n the fund and who

1.lus

5

ana does not meet the prov1s1ons of paragraph (b), shall not

10.78

6

be covered by the fund ee ettejee� �e i!ae!i¼�Y ttnaeP iaw

10.80

7

w=�ftett� �egaPd �e �fte �Pev�e=ene e£ �ft!e eee�=en.

8
9

2.

Annually, the Department of Health and

10.82

Rehab1l1tat1ve Services shall require documentation by each

10

hospital that such hospital 1s 1n compl1ance, and shall remain

10.83

11

1n compl1ance, with the prov1s1ons of this section.

11.1

12

department shall review the documentation and then deliver the

13

documentation to the board of governors.

14

prior to the time a license will be issued or renewed, the

15

department shall request from the board of governors a

16

certification that each hospital is in compliance with the

17

provisions of this section.

18

be liable under the law for any erroneous certification.

19

department shall not issue or renew the license of any

20

hospital which has not been certified by the board of

21

governors.

22

in compliance or fails to provide such documentation shall be

23

revoked or suspended by the department.

24

(e)

The

At least 60 days

11.3
11.5

The board of governors shall not

11. 8

The

11.9

The license of any hospital that fails to remain

The coverage afforded by the fund for a

11.10
11 12
11.13
11.15
11.18

25

participating hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall

26

apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, trainees,

27

committee members (including physicians, osteopaths,

11.19

28

podiatrists, and dentists), and employees of the hospital or

11. 21

29

ambulatory surgical center, other than employed physicians

30

licensed under chapter 458, physician's assistants licensed

31

under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter 459,
32

11.23

PCB 83-45
1

dentists licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed

11.24

2

under chapter 461.

11.26

3

for a part1c1pat1ng hospital shall apply to house physicians,

11.28

4

interns, employed physicians in a resident training program,

11.30

5

e� phys1c1ans performing purely ad.m1n1strat1ve duties for the

11. 32

6

part1c1pat1ng hospitals other than the treatmen� of pat1entsL

11.33

7

or anesthes1olog1sts with staff privileges at the hospital or

11.34

8

ambulatory surgical center when acting w1th1n the scope of

9

such privileges.

However, the coverage afforded by the fund

This coverage shall apply to the hospital or

11 36

10

ambulatory surgical center and those included in this

11.38

11

subsection as one health care provider.

11.39

12

(f)

Each health care provider shall be responsible for

l.t

13

paying the amount of each settlement or Judgment for each

11.41

14

claim up to the fund entry level ±"¼�¼ai amount it selects.

11.43

15

The selected entry level shall be not less than ei e�ea e���m

11.44

16

�p �e the following amounts:

11 46

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

l..,_ih

As of July 1, 1983,

$150,000 per claim or

11. 51

$500,000 per occurrence.
�3-

11. so

As of July 1, 1986,

$200,000 per claim or

11. 54

$250,000 per claim or

11.56

$500,000 per occurrence.

;L,.4-.

As of July 1, 1989

$500,000 per occurrence

11.57

26

As of July 11 1989 the minimum entry level amount shall be

1' J

27

indexed to the medical component of the consumer price index

11.58

28

and shall be ad1usted by the fund each year thereafter

11. 59

29

accordingly

24
25

30

(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.--

31
33

11.60
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judgment. The bill also includes a settlement for medical
malpractice involving negligent conduct.
Presently, hospital governing board members, its agents,
and medical staff are immune from liability for actions taken in
good faith and without malice in disciplinary proceedings. The
bill provides immunity from liability for any action taken
without fraud. The bill also extenrs such immunity to
investigators, witnesses, or other persons carrying out the

provisions of this (disciplinary) section.
10.)
Section 3.

(Compare to section

Establishes mandatory malpractice insurance

for physicians in the amount of $150,000 per claim, $450,000
annual aggregate. Alternative methods of establishing financial

responsibility are a bond, escrow account, or qualified self

insurance plan.

(Financial responsibility requirements for other

health care providers are addressed in sections 1, 5, and 9.)

Section 4. Section 458.331 lists grounds for disciplinary
action against a physician which may be taken by the Board of
Medical Examiners. Presently it is grounds for discipline if
there is �gross or repeated malpractice or the failure to
practice medicine with that level of care, skill, and treatment

which is recognized by a reasonably prudent similar physician as

being acceptable under similar conditions and circumstances."
Disciplinary actions include r@fusal to certify, revocation or
suspension of a license• restriction of practice, administrative
fine, reprimand, and conditional probation. The bill specifies

that •repeated malpractice• includes but is not limited to having
two or more claims for malpractice within the previous 5-year
period resulting in a judgment or monetary settlement and which

involved negligent conduct.

The bill also provides that "gross

malpractice" or the failure to practice medicine with the
recognized level of care shall not be construed to require more

than one instance or act.

The bill requires the Board to investigate and determine
if disciplinary action is warranted upon being notified by the
Department of Insurance of a physician having two or more claims
with indemnities (judgment or monetary settlement). (The new

requirement for the Department of Insurance to make this

notification is provided in section 8 of the bill.)

Section 5. Mandatory financial responsibility for
osteopaths in the same amount and method as provided for
physicians in section 3.
Section 6.

Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting

Association -- The FMMJOA, created statutorially, provines
medical malpractice insurance to any health care provider, as

defined. The limits provided are not established by statute, but
by the plan of operation adopted by the Board of Govenors and
approved by the Department of Insurance.

Until recently the

plan provided for maximum limits of $250,000 per claim, $750,000
annual aggregate. However on March 18, 1983, the FMMJUA Board of

Governors voted to increase its maximum limits to $2 million per

claim, $4 million annual aggregate, in addition to lower limits.
An order to this effect has been issued by the department. The
bill requires these same maximum limits by statute to be offered
to physicians, osteopaths, and podiatrists, This coverage must

be offered both as primary coverage and as excess coverage over
and above the physician•s primary coverage� The FMMJUA currently

offers hospitals maximum limits of $2.5 million per claim, $2.5
million annual aggregate. (The Board has not vot�d to change
these limits.) The bill raises these hospital limits to $5
million per claim, $10 million annual aggregate.
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This bill eubstantially reforms various provisions
relating to medical malpractice. Major points include
authorizing defendant€ to elect to pay a structured judgment:
mandatory financial reeponsibility for certain health care

providers: mandatory investigation of a physician by the Board of
Medical Examiners under certain circumstances: increasing the
limits in the Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
Association: and providing a method for the arbitration of
damages.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES

For ease of understanding a section by section analysis of
the bill follows.
Section 1. Establishes mandatory malpractice insurance
for an ambulatory surgical center in the amount of $150,000 per
claim, $450,000 annual aggregate. Alternative methods of

establishing financial responsibility are a bond, escrow account,

or qualified self-insurance plan. (Financial responsibility for
other health care providers is provided in sections 3, 5, and 9.)
Section 2,

Presently the governing board of a hospital

•ts authorized" to suspend, deny, revoke, or curtail the staff

privileges of any staff member for good cause, as defined. The
bill makes it mandatory for the governing board to investigate

and determine whether good cause exists if it is aware of the
possible existence of conduct which may constitute good cause.
If good cause is found to exist, the board is required to

suspend, deny, revoke, or curtail the staff privileges of the

responsible member. The definition of "good cause" is also
amended. "Good cause" currently includes a medical malpractice
'f,\,111
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Section 10,

The bill expands the civil immunity provided

to members of a medical review committee of a hospital or
professional society for acts performed within the scope of the

functions of the committee, As amended, the immunity ls
provided, even if the member acts with malice, but there would
still be no immunity if the membPr acts fraudulently, The bill
also extends this immunity to any person acting within the scope

of the committee, including witnesses, reporters, and

investigators,

The immunity ls also extended to persons acting

within the scope of the functions of a peer review committee of

an insurer (required to be established in section 9),
(Note,

on page 20, lines 10-14, language ls stricken

which could indicate that the persons mentioned above are immune

from a medical malpractice action which is not intended.
However, the language in lines 18-26 provides that there ls no
immunity for acts outside the scope of the functions of the

committee,)

Section 11. As proposed, the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services would be required to review reports of
malpractice claims furnished annually by the Department of
Insurance. (See section 8,) HRS would be required to notify
hospitals of any identified patterns of conduct giving rise to
adverse incidents.

HRS would also be required to report to the

Senate and House of Representatives determinations reached.

Section 12, The,blll limits the discretion of a court to
determine whether a health care provldPr may testify as an expert

witness.

Presently, an expert witness must be trained and

experienced in the same specialty as the defendant, unless the

court determines that the witness possesses sufficient training,
experience, and knowledge in the given area. As am�nded, the

court's determination must be based on the witness' practice or
teaching in the defendant's specialty or in a related field.
Section 13,

This is the major tort reform section of the

bill. In summary, for-any jury award for future medical expenses
and lost wages in a medical malpratice action, the defendant
would be given the option of paying a lump sum or making periodic
(Periodic payment of general damages, such as pain and
payments.

suffering, may not be elected by the defendant.)

If periodic payment ls elected, the defendant must pay all

future medical expenses whether or not the medical expenses ar�

related to the medical negligence. Medical benefits are paid
until the claimant dies. For lost wages, the court must
determine the amount of the periodic payments, and the jury

determines the period of time over which the payments are made.
Lost wages are paid for at least the life of the claimant. If
the claimant's death was proximately caused by the medical
malpractice, the remaining balance ls paid to those persons
entitled to damages in a wrongful death action. If the
claimant's death was not proximately causPd by the malpractice,
lost wage payments shall cease.

With regard to the payment of the attorney's fee, the bill
requires that the attorney fee attributable to the medical

expenses of the claimant be paid in addition to the award.
However, that portion of the attorney fee attributable to lost

wages is payable from the award, For calculating the fee, elthPr
the present value of these damages as determined by the jury is
used, or the actual cost of purchasing an annuity to make such
payments is used, whichever is less.

There is no provision specifically addressing disputes

between an insurer and a claimant concerning non-payment.
However, (1) the defendant must post security or otherwise
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This proposal on the FMMJUA ties into the proposal for the
Patient's Compensation Fund in section 15. The PCF is a separate
malpractic@ fund cr@at@d by statute. The bill adds a •self
destruct• mechanism that will terminate the PCF unless it
receiv@s $5 million in pr@miums from individual h@alth care
providers. The PCF presently provides excess coverage up to $10
million per claim ov@r a "d@ductlble" of $100,000. As proposed,
the maximum PCF limits would be reduced to $2 million ppr claim,
$4 million annual aggregate, the same maximum limits proposed for
the FMMJUA. (See further discussion in s@ctlon 15.)
A primary dlffer@nce b@tween th@ PCF and the FMMJUA Is th@
assessment method in the event of a deficit. Physicians may be
assessed up to 200 percent of their annual premium in the PCF.
Hospitals are subject to an unlimited assessment, but no
hospitals remain in the PCF today. In the FMMJUA insureds may be
assessed up to 33 1/31 of their premium. The bill increases this
potential assessment to 501 of the annual premium. As presently
provided, casualty insurance companies may be assessed for any
additional deficit. (A one-time provision was added last session
to allow PCF members to buy insurance from the FMMJUA to cover
potential assessments in the PCF for 1982-83. This provision is
repealed since it is no longer applicable.)
Th@ bill al•o provld@s that m@mb@r•, ag@nts, and employees
of the FMMJUA are lmmun@ from liability for actions taken by them
in the performance of their duties.
Additional rate standards are specified for the FMMjUA,
including a requlr@ment that the departmont approve rates within
60 days of a filing If th@ rates are fully supported by the
filing.
Section 7. As proposed, all malpractlc@ lnsuranc@
policies must contain a clause requiring the insurPd to cooperate
with the "peer review" process of the insurer when a claim is
filed. Section 18 of the bill requires insur�rs to conduct a
peer review when a claim is filed. Policies must also include a
clause authorizing the insurer to offer an admission of liability
and for arbitration, a settlement, or an offer of judgment
without the permission of the insured. The new procedure for an
admission of liability and for arbritration Is also provided In
section 16.
Section 8. Insur@r• ar@ currently r@quir@d bys. 627.912
to file medical malpractice claims data with th@ Department of
Insurance. The bill applies these requirements to self-insurers,
a�d to policies covering hospitals, and requires more detailed
claims information. These reports are currently confidential
except for bona fide research and education purposes. The bill
@llminates this confidentiality provision.
The Departm@nt of Insuranc@ is r@quir@d by th@ bill to
annually send to the Department of Professional Regulation and
the Board of Medical Examiners copies of tPports of any
physicians or osteopaths having two or more claims with
Indemnities within a 5-year period.
The Department of Insurance
annually proviae the Department of
Services with copies of reports in
indemnity. (The subsequent duties
13.)

would also be required to
Health and R@habilltative
cases resulting in an
of HRS Is addressed In section

S@ction 9. Establish@s mandatory malpractic@ insurance
for health maintenance organizations In th@ amount of $150,000
per claim, $450,000 annual aggregat@. Alternative methods of
providing financial security are provided.
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above, to judgments outstandlng on July 1, 1983. If such
appllcatlon ls held to be unconstltutlonal, the provisions shall
apply to judgments enetered on or after July 1, 1983.
PCF.

(9)

Speclflc admlnlstratlve powers are granted to the

Section 16.

Another tort reform proposal ls presented.

Ninety days prior to filing a malpractice claim, a claimant would
be required to file a notice of intent to initiate litigation.
The defendant's insurer would be required to conduct a peer

revlew process durlng this 90-day period. At the end of this
pedod the insurer may (1) reject the claim ("sue me•), (2) make
a settlement offer or offer of judgment, or (3) make an admission
of liability and an offer to arbitrate the damages. If offer (3)
is made, the plaintiff may reject it and file suit. If the
plaintiff accepts it, the parties go to arbitration. At
arbitration each party makes an offer, and the arbitration panel
must select one of the two offers and no other.
Section 17.

Section 768.S6 is repealed which presently

r,equires the loser in a malpractice suit to pay the attorney's

f@e of the winner.

Sectlon 18. Technical provision to conform to the
scheduled sunset of chapter 395 on October 1, 1992.
Sectlon 19. Technical provision to conform to the
scheduled sunset of chapter• 458 and 459 on October 1, 1986.
Section 20. The amendments to •• 768.S4 (3) (f) 4. and 5.,
relating to stays of execution on judgments against the PCF and
lts members is applied to judgments outstanding on July 1, 1983.
If such application is held to be unconstitutional, it shall
apply to judgments entered on or after July 1, 1983.

Section 21. Effective date of July 1, 1983, except for
the PCF •self-destruct•- mechanism provided in s. 768.54(3) (g)
which shall take effect upon becoming a law, and an October 1,
1983, effective date for thos sections mandating financial
responsibility for health care providers, requiring peer review
clauses in contracts, and the offer of judgment section.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
11.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

1. This bill establishes mandatory financial
responsiblllty for physicians, osteopathe, health maintenance
organizations, and ambulatory surgical centers, in the amount of
$150,000 per claim, $450,000 annual aggregate. To the extent
that such providers do not presently have at least this amount of
insurance, the cost of obtaining it would be incurred.
Presently, in the FMMJUA, the highest rat�d classification is an
orthopedic surgeon who would pay $26,990 in Dade Broward or
$22,148 in the rest of the state for thi8 level of coverage. By
comparison, a general practitoin�r in the FMMJUA would pay $3,037
or $2,493 in these two terrltorles.

The cap on as8essment• against individuals lnsured by
This is done in order to provide a source
of funds in the event a deficit occurs that cannot be covered by
the present 200 percent assessment cap. Although present law
places no cap on assessments against hospitals, there are no
hospitals left in the PCF. This will increase potential
assessments against physicians, but it will also prevent an
individual physician from being held personally liable for a
judgment if the PCF cannot assess sufficient funds.
2.

the PCF is eliminated.
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adequately assure full payment as a condition to periodic
payment, and (2) if there is a continuing pattern of non-paym�nt
the court must find the debtor in contempt and must order the
payment of damages and attorney fees.
Section 14. This tort reform proposal applies if the
defendant makes an offer of judgment that is rejected by the
plaintiff. If the eventual verdict is less than or equal to the
offer, the judgment shall be reduced by 151. If the judgment is
greater than the defendant's offer, the judgment shall be
increased by 151 and interest paid from the earlier of the date
of the offer or 90 days after notice of intent to initiate
litigation.
Section 15. Th� Patient's Compensation Fund currently
offers excess malpractice insurance to all health care providers,
as defined. The bill makes the following changes:
(1) The PCF would be authorized to reject coverage for
health care providers other than hospitals, having adverse claims
experience.
(2) The maximum limits would be reduced from $10 million
per claim, to $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual
aggregate. For hospitals the maximum coverage would be $5
million per claim with no (unlimited) annual aggregate.
(3) Presently, hospitals are required to join the PCF
unless they obtain coverage equal to $10,000 per claim for �ach
bed, not to exceed $2.S million annual aggregate. The bill
raises this coverage exemption to $5 million per claim with a $10
million annual aggregate.
(4) Presently individual health care providers in the PCF
are subject to a potential assessment equal to two times {2001)
the fees paid for the year in which a deficit occurs. Hospitals
are subject to unlimited as'sessments. The bill eliminates the
cap on assessments of individual health care providers. They
would also be potentially subject to unlimited assessments.

(5) A "self-destruct• mechanism is provided. If the PCF
does not collect at least $5 million from all health care
providers other than hospitals, then it must discontinue writing
coverage for such providers. If the PCF does not collect at
least $12.5 million from hospitals, then it must stop writing
coverage for hospitals.
(6) If a fund member objects to an assessment, he would
be required to pay the assessment as a condition precedent to
legally contesting the assessment.
(7) Claimants would be prohibited from executing a
judgment against the fund to the extent that the judgment is for
a claim covered in a membership year for which the fund has
insufficient assets to pay the claim through fees, interest
income, and assessments. If the fund does not have sufficient
assets, it is authorized to appeal a judgment without posting a
bond, and to retain a reasonable sum of money for administrative
and claims expenses.
(8) If there are insufficient assets to satisfy a claim,
an automatic stay of execution is provided in favor of the
insured fund member for the amount of the fund coverage. The
stay of execution shall be in effect until adequate assessments
are collected by the fund to pay the claim. Upon competent proof
that any portion of a claim is uncollectable, the member's stay
of execution may be vacated by the court. Section 18 of the bill
applies these provisions and the provisions summarized in (7)
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In addition, th" maximum limits in the PCF ar" reduced
from $10 million per claim to $2 million p�r claim, This should
reduce the potential assessments.
3. Th" Florida Medical Malpractic" Joint Underwriting
Association (FMMJUA) will be required to write limits up to $2
million per claim, $4 million annual aggregate. If the PCF
•self-destructs" as provided in this bill (by not collecting
enough premiums in advance of the July 1, 1983 membership year),
the FMMJUA would b" the only malpractice insurer requirPd to
offer malpractice coverage. The maximum assessment against
physicians in the FMMJUA is increased from 33 1/31 to 501 of the
annual premium. This would lessen the liklihood of the next
level of assessments against casualty insurers (and their
policyholders) in the event a deficit still exists after
assessing physicians.
4. The tort reform proposals (such as mandating
structured judgments at the defendant's request and providing
arbitration of damages procedures) are intended to lower the
costs of malpractice insurance without prejudicing the rights or
needs of claimants. By allowing the medical expenses and lost
wages to be paid periodically, the defendant would be able to
retain the use of his funds and the claimant would be guaranteed
that his ec onomic needs ar@ met. In th@ @vent the claimant dies,
medical exp�ns@s would cease. Under pres@nt law, if the
defendant is required to pay a lump sum, money for medical
expenses would go to the estate of the claimant in the event he
dies.

B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

No substantial impact.

IV,

COMMENTS

Sections 6 •nd 15 of this bill, r"l•ting to the Florida
M"dical Malpractic" Joint Underwriting Association and the
Patient's Comp@nsation Fund are also contained in HB 1303 by
Commerce.
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to professional malpractice;

3

amending s. 627.351(4), Florida Statutes, 1982

4

Supplement; requiring the Florida Medical

5

Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association to

6

make certain levels of coverage available to

7

physicians, osteopaths, hospitals, and

8

ambulatory surgical centers, deleting obsolete

9

language, amending s

768. 54 ( 2), ( 3), Florida

10

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; permitting the

11

Florida Patient's Compensation Fund to reJect

12

certain risks, increasing financial

13

respons1b1l1ty limits for hospitals not

14

part1c1pat1ng in the fund; increasing the fund

15

entry level; requiring approval of fund

16

membership fees and assessments by the

17

Insurance Com.missioner; removing limitations on

18

deficit assessments to fund members, providing

19

for termination of coverage by the fund under

20

certain conditions and for cessation of

21

coverage by the fund; prov1d1ng effective

22

dates.

23
24

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

25
26
27

Section 1.

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read.

28

627.351

29

(4)

30

Subsection (4) of section 627.351, Florida

Insurance risk apportionment plans.--

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE RISK APPORTIONMENT.--

31
1
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2.

A rating plan which reasonably recognize• the prior

3.

Provi•ions a• to rates for:

b.

The estates of decea,ed insured•.

4.

Protection in an amount to be determined by the

claim9 experience of inSur�ds.

2
3

a.

4

s

c.

6
7

Insured9 who are retired or semiretired.

Part-time profe,sionals.

Insurance CO!!Ullis�iehet.

8

�

9
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The Insurance Commissioner may, in hi• diseretion, require

28

Association o!!er excess coverage.

30

million annual �•ggregote, and coveraqe�Wi th Hmi�t•�of�$2

27

29

31

that insurer• participating in the Joint Under,,riting

The plan_9hallJnake

available�overaga with limit• of $1 million per claim, $3
million per claim, $4 million annual aggregate, to physi�i•�•
3
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1

licensed under �hapter 458 and to osteopaths licensed under

2

chapter 459.

3

coverage and as excess coverage for the layer of coverage

4

between the primary coverage and limits of $1 million per

5

claim, $3 m1ll1on annual aggregate, and limits of $2 m1ll1on

6

per claim, $4 m1ll1on annual aggregate, and, 1n add1t1on,

7

various lesser_levels of coverage may be made available.

8

plan shall make available coverage to hospitals of $5 m1ll1on

9

per claim, $10 m1ll1on annual aggregate and may make lesser

10

The

levels of C9Yft�e available.
Section 2.

11
12

Such coverage shall be available as primary

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 768.54,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, are amended to read:

13

768 54

14

compensation fund.--

b�ffl��a��eft ef i�ae�i��Y afta Patient's

15

(2)

COVERAGE bfABfbf�¥.--

16

(a)

All hospitals, unless exempted under this

17

paragraph or paragraph (c), shall, and all health care

18

providers other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and

19

assessment or, in cases in which such hospital or health care

20

provider joined the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a

21

prorated fee or assessment into the fund pursuant to

22

subsection (3)

23

state shall be exempt from the provisions of this section and

24

shall not be required to participate in the fund.

25

may establish reasonable criteria for re7ecting health care

26

providers, other than hospitals, having adverse claims

27

ex.E_erience.

28

(b)

Any hospital operated by an agency of the
The fund

Whenever a claim covered under subsection (3)

29

results in a settlement or Judgment against a health care

30

provider, the fund shall pay to the extent of its coverage

31
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1

care provider has paid the fees and any assessments required

2

pursuant to subsection

3

occurred for which the claim

4

defense for the fund, and pays the 1n1t1al amount of the claim

5

up to the applicable amount set forth 1n paragraph (f) or the

6

maximum l1m1t of the underlying coverage maintained by the

7

health care provider on the date when the incident occurred

8

for which the claim is filed, whichever

9

for such claims shall be provided on an occurrence basis by

(3)

for the year
1s

1n

which the incident

filed, provides an adequate

1s

greater.

Covera_g_es

10

the fund independently for each fiscal year, such fiscal year

11

to run from July 1 to June 30.

12

coverages for portions of each fiscal year.

13

MaH:ffl'dlft ±=ffl:� of such coverage afforded by ±=M=±:�y ef the

14

fund for each health care provider other than a hospital shall

15

not exceed total limits for both entry level and fund coverage

16

of ee $1 million per claim with a $3 million annual aggregate,

17

or $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual aggregate, $3

18

m�±±�e� pe� e±a�m;. $S ffl�±±=e� pe� eia�ffl; $S ffl%¼±=e� pe� e¼a�m,

19

e� S±9 m�ii�ea pe� eia=ffl; as selected e¼ee�ea by the health

20

care provider.

21

limit of coverage afforded by the fund shall not exceed total

22

limits for both_entry level and fund coverage of $5 million

23

per claim with no annual aggregate

24

w�e makee e�e� e�ee�:eft 1s �esponsible for the oayment of

25

i%ae¼e fe� any amount of a claim in excess of the elected

26

limit.

27

punitive damages awarded for actual or direct negligence of

28

the health care provider member

29

shall have the same respons1b1l1ty for punitive damages it

30

would have if it were not a member of the fund.

31

provider may have the necessary funds available for payment

The fund may also provide
The limits

In the case of coverage for a hospital, the

The health care provider

The fund shall not be responsible for payment of
The health care provider
A health care

5
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1

when due or may provide underlying financial responsibility by

2

one of the following methods:

3

1.

A bond 1n the applicable amount set forth 1n

4

paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim

5

limit 1n the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

6

which 1s suff1c1ent to meet claims defense and expenses;

7

however a total bond amount for all years equal to reserved

B

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

9

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45, 000

10

shall be the maximum bond amount required.

11

purchased from a licensed surety company;

12

2.

The bond shall be

An adequate escrow account 1n the applicable amount

13

set forth in paragraph (f) per cla1� and 3 times the per-claim

14

l1m1t in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

15

which is sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

16

however a total escrow account for all years equal to reserved

17

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

1B

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45, 000

19

shall be the maximum escrow amount required;

20

3.

Medical malpractice insurance in the applicable

21

amount set forth in paragraph (f) or more per claim from

22

private 1nsu=ers or the Joint Underwriting Association

23

established under s. 627.351(7); or

24

4.

Self-insurance as provided in s. 627.357, providing

25

coverage in the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f)

26

or more per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim limit

27

1n the aggregate per year.

2B

(c)

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

29

provisions demonstrating financial responsibility to pay

30

claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the

31

rendering of or the failure to render medical care or services
6
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1

and for bodily inJury or property damage to the person or

2

property of any patient arising out of the activities of the

3

hospital in this state or arising out of the act1v1t1es of

4

covered individuals listed 1n paragraph (e) shall not be

5

required to participate 1n the fund:
1.

6

Post bond in an amount equivalent to $5 m1ll1on per

7

claim with a $10 million annual aggregate $%9;999 �e� e±a�ffl

8

fe� eaek Aes���a� �ea �a e�eh kee���a±, ae� �e eKeeea a

9

$2,599,999 aaa�a• agg�egate.
2.

10

Establish an escrow account 1n an amount equivalent

11

to

12

$±9;999 �e� e±a�ffl !e� eaek kee�i�a± �ea �a ��eh hee��tai; ae�

13

�e eMeeea a $� 7 599 7 999 aaa�a� agg�e�a�e, to the satisfaction

14

of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.

15

$5

m1ll1on per claim with a

3.

$10

m1ll1on annual aggregate

Obtain professional liability coverage in the aa

16

amount of $5 million oer claim with a $10 million annual

17

aggregate e�:va±e�� te s;e;999 e� me�e �e� e±a:m fe� eaeft eee

18

:a eMe� �ee�:�a± from a private insurer, f�om the Joint

19

Underwriting Association established under s. 627.351(4), or

20

through a plan of self-insurance as provided in s. 627.357.

21

Heweve�; �e ftee���a±' eka±± Be �egct��ea �e ea�a:a s�eft eeve�age

22

�a a� aMe��� eHeeea:�g a $e;�99;999 aaa�a± agg�ega�e�

23

(d)l.

Any health care provider who aeee �e�

24

�a��:e:�a�e

25

a�a does not meet the provisions of paragraph (b), shall not

26

be covered Py the fund ee sMBjee� �e ±�ae:±:�y Ma4eP ±aw

27

witfte�� �ega�a �e ��e ��ev:s:eae ef �ft:e eee�¼ea.

28

2.

£�

�fte fMaa; e� participates in the fund and who

Annually, the Department of Health and

29

Rehab1l1tative Services shall require documentation by each

30

hospital that such hospital is in compl1ance, and shall remain

31

in compl1ance, with the provisions of th1s section.

The

7
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1

department shall review the documentation and then deliver the

2

documentation to the board of governors.

3

prior to the time a license will be issued or renewed, the

4

department shall request from the board of governors a

5

cert1ficat1on that each hospital is in cornpl1ance with the

6

provisions of this section.

7

be liable under the law for any erroneous cert1f1cat1on.

8

department shall not issue or renew the license of any

g

hospital which has not been certified by the board of

At least 60 days

The board of governors shall not
The

The license of any hospital that fails to remain

10

governors.

11

1n compliance or fails to provide such docurnentat1on shall be

12

revoked or suspended by the department.

13

(e)

The coverage afforded by the fund for a

14

participating hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall

15

apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, trainees,

16

committee members (includ1ng physicians, osteopaths,

17

podiatrists, and dentists), and employees of the hospital or

18

ambulatory surgical center, other than employed physicians

19

licensed under chapter 458, physic�an's assistants licensed

20

under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter 459,

21

dentists licensed under chapter

22

under chapter

23

for a participating hospital shall apply to house physicians,

24

interns, employed physicians in a resident training program,

25

or physicians performing purely administrative duties for the

26

part1cipat1ng hospitals other than the treatment of patients.

27

This coverage shall apply to the hospital or ambulatory

28

surgical center and those included in this subsection as one

29

health care provider.

30
31

(f)

461.

466,

and podiatrists licensed

However, the coverage afforded by the fund

Each health care provider shall be responsible for

paying the amount of each settlement or judgment for each
8
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1

claim up to the fund entry level �a���ai amount it selects

2

The sele�ted entry level shall be not less than ef e�eft e±a�m

3

�� �e the following amounts:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

A� ef J�•r i, i98�o

ic

$i99,999 �eP e¼�•ffl eP $599,999

r,ef' eee'l:ll!'r-e�ee-

_),_,Jc

As of July l, 1983,

$150,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.

£.c. 3c

As of July l, 1986,

$200,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.
3 .4-e

As of July l, 1989·

$250,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence

12
13

As of July 1, 1989 the minimum entry level amount shall be

14

indexed to the medical component of the consumer price index

15

and shall _be adjusted by the fund each year thereafter

16

accord1n9.l.Y

17

(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.--

18

(a)

The fund.--There is created a "Florida Patient's

19

Compensation Fund 11 for the pu�ose of paying that portion of

20

any claim arising out of the rendering of or failure to render

21

medical care or services, or arising out of activities of

22

committees, for health care providers or any claim for bod1ly

23

injury or property damage to the person or property of any

24

patient, including all patient inJuries and deaths, arising

25

out of the members' activities for those health care providers

26

set forth in subparagraphs (l)(b)l., 5., 6., and 7. which is

27

in excess of the fund entry level selected ±����e ae ee� fe��k

28

¼a �a�a��a�k t2+fft and less than the fflaH�ffl�ffl limit selected

29

eiee�ee under paragraph (2){b).

30

�¼�±e only for payment of claims against health care

31

providers who are in compliance with the provisions of

The fund shall be responsible

9
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A bill to be entitled

l
2

An act relating to professional malpractice;

3

amending s. 627.351(4), Florida Statutes, 1982

4

Supplement; requiring the Florida Medical

5

Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association to

6

make certain levels of coverage available to

7

physicians, osteopaths, hospitals, and

8

ambulatory surgical centers; deleting obsolete

9

language; amending s. 768.54(2), (3), Florida

10

Statutes, 1982 Supplement; increasing financial

11

responsibility limits for hospitals not

12

participating in the fund; increasing the fund

13

entry level; requiring approval of fund

14

membership fees and assessments by the

15

Insurance Commissioner; removing limitations on

16

deficit assessments to fund members; providing

17

immunity for board members; providing certain

18

powers to the fund; providing conditions for

19

protesting assessments; providing for stay of

20

execution against the fund; providing effective

21

dates.

repr
FLORIDA S
DCPARTM
R. A. GR
Tallahassee.

Serles -'-'"---1- Certon /

22
23

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

24
25
26

Section 1.

Subsection (4) of section 627.351, Florida

Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is amended to read,
Insurance risk apportionment plans.-

27

627.351

28

(4)

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE RISK APP0RTI0NMENT.--

29

(a)

The department shall� after consultation with

30

insurers as set forth in paragraph (b), adopt a joint

31

underwriting plan as set forth in paragraph (d).
1

duced by
ATE ARCHIVES
NT OF STATE
Y BUILDING
L 32399-0250

'4/
)
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1.
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Claaai!ication• o! ri•k• and rate• which reflect

past and prospective loss and expense experience in different

3

areas of practice and in different geographical areas.

4

assure that plan rates are adequate to pay claims and

S

expenses, the Joint Undervriting Association shall develop a

6
7
8

9
10

To

•+ns of obtaining loss and expenee experience; and the plan
■hall !ile such experience, when available, with the

department in sufficient detail to make a determination of
rate adequacy.

Within 60 days after a rate filing, the

department shall approve such rates or rate revisions as are

ll

fully supported by the filing.

12

claims and ex-oenses, the rate-making !ormula may include a

13
14

tn addition to provisions for

factor for projected claims trending and a margin for
contingencies.

The use of trend factors shall not be found to

15

be inappropriate.

17

claim• experience o! insureds.

,

..

2.

A rating plan which reaeonably recognize• the prior

3.

Provisions as to rates !or:

a.

Insureds who are retired or semiretired.

20

b.

The estates of deceased insureds.

21

c.

Part-time professionals.

22

4.

Protection in an amount not to exceed $250,000 per

16

18
19

23

claim, $750,000 annual aggregate.

24

available as primary coverage and &s excess coverage for the

Such coverage shall be

25

layer of coverage between the primary coverage and total

27

4e�ePJ11ineS By 4!.1\e ifte�•anee SelNftiesiefter.

26

28

29

30

31

limita o! $250,000 per claim, $750,000 annual aggregate te &e
�

P•eteetieft te MeeePe ef tke FiePi�a PatieRtle
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1
2

attt.l\erteea ia paragraph fe1 Seee aet app¼y te pe¼feiee teettea

3

pttrettaat te tl-J.te paragraph�

4

preteettea eha¼¼ ae� eMeeed eae-thtrd ef tfte ffleMerehip fee

5

ehargea the ffleMer 8y �e fttaa�

6

a'v(,,...,,ie �"

7

+: 7 9.J'tS �

8

vrtttng te an agent�

9

¼ater �an �e ftret Say ef i!l\e fteea¼ year eetng eevered and

10

'"",!

'nie rate ehargea fer etteh
l1\te pre�eettea eha¼¼ ea¼y ee

fflelllhere ae <!eh!\es '" e, '16� 54fi7 fl,7�, 3,,

A re�eet £er �ie preteettea mttet 8e made tn
6tteh eeverage eha¼¼ ee maae avat¼M¼e ae

eha¼¼ ee pttrehaeed; tf at a¼¼; ne ¼ater than U!.e ¼aet Say e£

11
12

i, ¼983,

13
14

i'l'l.e iaettranee 6eft\fflteeiener may; tn h�e a�eerettea, ref!ti.tre

15

t.l\at tnettrere parttetpattag �a t.l\e Jetat Yaderwrtttag

16

Aeeeetatten effer eKeeee eeverag�

17
18

Section 2.

Subsections (2) and (3) of section 768.54,

Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement 1 are amended to read:

19

768.54

20

compensation fund.--

��ffl��a�ieft e€ iiM�i��y aftd Patient's

21

(2)

COVERAGE c¼AB¼c¼'i'¥.--

22

(a)

All hospitals 1 unless exempted under this

23

paragraph or paragraph (c) 1 shall, and all health care

24

providers other than hospitals may, pay the yearly fee and

25

assessment or, in cases 1n which such hospital or health care

26

provider Joined the fund after the fiscal year had begun, a

27

prorated fee or assessment into the fund pursuant to

28

subsection (3).

29

state shall be exempt from the provisions of this section and

30

shall not be required to participate in the fund.

Any hospital operated by an agency of the

31

4

310-1723-83
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l
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Whenever a claim covered under subsection (3)

2

results 1n a settlement or Judgment against a health care

3

provider, the fund shall pay to the extent of its coverage

4

eAaii ee i�a19¼e �e �e eK�ea� eE �e eeve�a�e if the health

5

care provider has paid the fees and any assessments required

6

ptJ:,suant to subsection (3) for the year in which the incident

7

occurred for which the claim is filed, provides an adequate

8

defense for the fund, and pays the initial amount of the claim

9

up to the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) or the

10

maximum limit of the underlying coverage maintained by the

11

health care provider on the date when the incident occurred

12

for which the claim 1s filed, whichever is greater.

13

for such claims shall be provided on an occurrence basis by

14

the fund independently for each fiscal year, such fiscal year

15

to run from July 1 to June 30.

16

coverages for portions of each fiscal year.

17

maxtffl'dl!\ iimi� of such coverage afforded by itMti��� ef the

18

fund for each health care provider other than a hospital shall

19

not exceed total limits for both entry level and fund coverage

20

of �e $1 million per claim with a $3 million annual aggregate,

21

or $2 million per claim with a $4 million annual aggregate, $3

22

miii�ea per eiatm; $5 mtiiiea per eiatm; $8 ffl�iitea per e¼atffl;

23

e� $i9 Mtiitea per eiatffl; as selected eiee�ea by the health

24

care provider.

25

limit of coverage afforded by the fund shall not exceed total

26

limits for both entry level and fund coverage of $5 million

27

per claim with no annual aggregate.

28

wke makee e�ek eiee�iea is responsible for the payment of

29

¼iMie fer any amount of a claim in excess of the elected

30

limit.

31

punitive damages awarded for actual or direct negligence of

Coverages

The fund may also provide
The limits

In the case of coverage for a hospital, the

The health care provider

The fund shall not be responsible for payment of
5
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The health care provider

1

the health care provider member.

2

shall have the same responsibility for punitive damages it

3

would have if it were not a member of the fund.

4

provider may have the necessary funds available for payment

5

when due or may provide underlying financial responsibility by

6

orf> of the following methods:

7

1.

A health care

A bond 1n the applicable amount set forth in

8

paragraph (f} per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim

9

limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

10

which 1s sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

11

however a total bond amount for all years equal to reserved

12

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

13

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45,000

14

shall be the maximum bond amount required.

15

purchased from a licensed surety company;

16

2.

The bond shall be

An adequate escrow account in the applicable amount

17

set forth in paragraph (f) per claim and 3 times the per-claim

18

limit in the aggregate per year, plus an additional amount

19

which 1s sufficient to meet claims defense and expenses;

20

however a total escrow account for all years equal to reserved

21

loss and expense amounts for known cases plus three times the

22

applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f) plus $45,000

23

shall be the maximum escrow amount required;

24

3.

Medical malpractice insurance in the applicable

25

amount set forth in paragraph (f) or more per claim from

26

private insurers or the Joint Underwriting Association

27

established under s. 627.351(7); or

28

4.

Self-insurance as provided in s. 627.357, providing

29

coverage 1n the applicable amount set forth in paragraph (f)

30

or more per claim and 3 times the applicable per-claim l1m1t

31

in the aggregate per year.
6
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3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
l2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

23
24

Any hospital that can meet one of the following

(c)

l

2

CS for SB 561

prov1s1ons demonstrating financial respons1b1l1ty to pay
claims and costs ancillary thereto arising out of the
rendering of or the failure to render medical care or services
and for bodily 1nJury or property damage to the person or
prpperty of any patient arising out of the activities of the
hospital in this state or ar1s1ng out of the activities of

covered 1nd1v1duals listed in paragraph (e) shall not be
required to participate in the fund:
l.

Post bond 1n an amount equivalent to $5 m1ll1on per

claim with a $10 m1ll1on annual aggregate $i9;999 �e� e¼a�ffl
Ee� eaeft Aee���a¼ 8e5 �a e�eft Aee�¼�a¼; ae� �e eKeeeS a
$� 7 599,999 a!U\�a• a��re�a�e.
2.

Establish an escrow account 1n an amount equivalent

to $5 million per claim with a $10 million annual aggregate
$¼8 7 888 per eiaiN £er eaeft fteept�a¼ 8ed

�ft

e�eA Aeept�ai; ae�

�e eKeeeS a $� 7 598;999 a!U\�ai ag�re§a�e, to the satisfaction
of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.
3.

Obtain professional liability coverage in the an

amount of $5 million per claim with a $10 million annual
aggregate eefc1.tvaiea� �e $¼9;899 e� mere per eiatm !er eaeft 8eS
in e�eft fteept�ai from a private insurer, from the Joint
Underwriting Association established under s. 627.351(4), or
through a plan of self-insurance as provided in s. 627.357.

25

Hewever; ne keepi�ai ekaii 8e reg1:1ireS �e ee�ain e�ek eevera�e

26

,n

27
28
29
30
31

aJ"1

aN.e�n� eKeeeStn� a $2;599;999 aMJ.�a¼ aggrega��
(d)l.

Any health care provider who aeee net

par�tetpa�e tn �ke £�na; er participates in the fund and �ho
ans does not meet the provisions of paragraph (b), shall not
be covered by the fund ee e't:l1',ee� �e ¼ta�t¼t�Y �naer ¼aw
wt�ke�� regara te �e prevt�iene e£ tkte eeetten.

7
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Annually, the Department of Health and

2

Rehabilitative Services shall require documentation by each

3

hospital that such hospital 1s 1n compliance, and shall remain

4

in compliance, with the provisions of this section.

5

department shall review the documentation and then deliver the

6

do�umentation to the board of governors.

7

prior to the time a license will be issued or renewed, the

8

department shall request from the board of governors a

9

certif1cat1on that each hospital 1s 1n compliance with the

The

At least 60 days

10

provisions of this section.

11

be liable under the law for any erroneous cert1f1cat1on.

12

department shall not issue or renew the license of any

13

hospital which has not been certified

14

governors.

15

in compliance or fails to provide such documentation shall be

16

revoked or suspended by the department.

17

(e)

The board of governors shall not

by

The

the board of

The license of any hospital that fails to remain

The coverage afforded by the fund for a

18

participating hospital or ambulatory surgical center shall

19

apply to the officers, trustees, volunteer workers, trainees,

20

committee members (including physicians, osteopaths,

21

podiatrists, and dentists), and employees of the hospital or

22

ambulatory surgical center, other than employed physicians

23

licensed under chapter 458, physician's assistants licensed

24

under chapter 458, osteopaths licensed under chapter 459,

25

dentists licensed under chapter 466, and podiatrists licensed

26

under chapter 461.

27

for a participating hospital shall apply to house physicians,

28

interns, employed physician residents p�ye�e��ae in a resident

29

training program, or physicians performing purely

30

administrative duties for the part1cipat1ng hospitals other

31

than the treatment of patients.

However, the coverage afforded by the fund

8

This coverage shall apply to

310-1723-83
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1

the hospital or ambulatory surgical center and those included

2

1n this subsection as one health care provider.

3

Each health care provider shall be responsible for

(f)

4

paying the amount of each settlement or judgment for each

5

claim up to the fund entry level �a���ai amount it selects.

6

Tlll; selected entry level shall be not less than ef eaeft eia�ffl

7

�p �e the following amounts:

8

i�

Ae ef J�ly l, i982�

oi88,888 �ep el�•ffl &P 0688,888

9
10
ll
12
13
14
15

l.�

As of July 1, 1983,

$150,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.
2.3�

As of July 1, 1986,

$200,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.
3 .+,

As of July l, 1989,

$250,000 per claim or

$500,000 per occurrence.

16
17

As of July 1, 1989 the minimum entry level amount shall be

18

indexed to the medical component of tile consumer price index

19

and shall be adjusted by the fund each year thereafter

20

accordingly.

21

(3)

PATIENT'S COMPENSATION FUND.--

22

(a)

The fund.--There is created a

11

Florida Patient's

23

Compensation Fund" for the purpose of paying that portion of

24

any claim arising out of the rendering of or failure to render

25

medical care or services, or arising out of activities of

26

committees, for health care providers or any claim for bodily

27

injury or property damage to the person or property of any

28

patient, including all patient 1nJur1es and deaths, ar1s1ng

29

out of the members' act1v1t1es for those health care providers

30

set forth in subparagraphs (l)(b)l., 5., 6., and 7. which is

31

in excess of the fund entry level selected

��ffl���

ae ee� £e��ft

9
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 561
Provides for certain limits of covera�e to be offered
by the Florida Medical Malpractice Joint Underwriting
Association; provides for certain limits of coverage
to be offered by the Patient's Compensation Fund;
provides for assessments fo fund members
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SUMMARY ON CS[SB 561
This bill incorporates some portions of the Commissioner's
recommendations to make the Florida Patient Compensation Fund
ac tuarially sound and self sustaining; and to address concerns
of the First District Court of Appea l, which recently decla red
the statute unconstitutional.

u

l
It does not shift coverage over to the Florida Medicacould
es
loss
where
Malpractice Joint Underwriting Association,
be shifted to homeowners and shopkeepers.
©
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1.
·'

Incorporates rating and assessm ent standards from the Conrnissioner's bill
(original SB 561). This addresses the co ncerns stated by the First
District Court of Appeal;, which declared the PCF rating and assessment
provisions unconstitutional.,a Is . i.

2. Provides that the PCF will be actuarially sound and self-sustaining
without subsidy from other sources, by providing standard s for the
Department to approve actuarially sound rates (or set sound rates if
the one proposed to him don't meet the standards) and by taking the
cap off of members' assessments. Taking the cap off now would also
allow the possibility of lower rates. All of this language is from
the Conrnissioner's original bill.
3.

Reduces PCF limits from $10 million to $2 million per claim, $4 million
annu al aggregate. This also is from the original bill and should allow
lower PCF rates while still providing adequate coverage.

4.

Enhances constitutionality of JUA statute by putting the present limits
written by the JUA ($250,000/claim $750,000 annual aggregate? into the statute.
That statute is presently under attack on the same grounds that resulted
in the PCF statute being stricken. It does not shift hioher limits
coverage to the JUA end does not increase exposure to homeowners end
shopkeepers' insurers.
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In 1975, the Legislature created the Florida Medical
Malpractice Joint Underwr1t1ng Association (FMMJUA) and the
Florida Patient's Compensation Fund (PCF) to ensure the
ava1lab1l1ty of medical malpractice insurance. The FMMJUA
provides first dollar coverage, while the PCF provides excess
coverage after a large deductible (currently $100,000).
The FMMJUA currently offers maximum coverage of $250,000 per
claim, $750,000 annual aggregate. If a def1c1t exists for any
policy year, each policyholder is subJect to an assessment not
to exceed one-third of the annual premium paid by the
p olicyholder. If this assessment is insufficient to make up
the deficit, insurance companies participating in the plan are
liable for payment of the remaining deficit. The results of
the FMMJUA's first seven years of operation have been generally
sat isfactory; there has never been an underwriting deficit and,
in 1982, a refund was issued to policyholders for the first
time.
On March 18, 1983, the FMMJUA Board of Governors, at the
request of the Insurance Commissioner, voted to increase the
maximum limits offered to physicians by the FMMJUA to $2
million per claim, $4 mil lion annual aggregate. The Board did
not change the maximum coverage available to hospitals
(currently $2.5 million per claim, annu al aggregate).
The PCF offers excess coverage of up to $10 million per claim,
after a deductible of $100,000 (this deductible will be raised
to $150,000 on July 1, 1983, $200,000 on July 1, 1986, and
$250,000 as of July 1, 1989). Prior to changes enacted by the
1982 Legislature, the PCF provided unlimited coverage to its
members. If a deficit exists for a given fund year, the PCF
may look only to its members to make up the deficit.
Physicians may be assessed up to 200% of their annual premium,
while hospitals in the fund are subJect to an unlimited
assessment. There are no hospitals currently in the PCF. (In
1982, the Legislature enacted temporary relief for the PCF by
allowing fund members to purchase "assessment insurance" from
the FMMJUA to cover any potential assessments that may be
necessary for fund-year 1982-83).
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill requires the FMMJUA to offer the increased coverage
recently adopted by the Board of Governors. Under this
proposal, the FMMJUA would offer primary and excess coverage
with limits of $1 million per claim, $3 million annual
aggregate, or $2 million per claim, with a $4 mill ion annual
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aggregate. Coverage offered to hospitals would be increased to
$5 m1ll1on per claim, with a $10 rn1ll1on annual aggregate.
The bill authorizes the PCF to establish reasonable
underwr1t1ng standards, 1.e., the PCF coul<l refuse coverage to
11 bad risks."
The maximum coverage offered by the PCF would be lowered to $2
million per claim with a $4 m1ll1on annual aggregate. { the same
amounts that the FMMJUA would be required to offer under this
proposal). Maximum coveraqe available to a hospital would be $5
m1ll1on per claim, with no annual aggregate. Health care
providers would be liable for any amount of a claim 1n excess
of the elected coverage.
Hospitals would be required to participate in the PCF unless
financial responsibility can be shown equivalent to $5 million
per claim with a $10 million annual aggregate. Currently,
hospitals need coverage equal to $10,000 per claim for each bed
in order to opt out of the PCF.
The cap on assessments on health care providers (currently at
2001 of the fee paid for the year in which a deficit occurs)
would be removed by this bill. Health care providers and
hospitals would both be subJect to unlimited assessments.
The bill establishes a "self-destruct" mechanism for the PCF.
If the PCF fails to collect at least $5 million in premiums
from non-hospital health care providers before the beginning of
the July 1, 1983 membership year, it could no longer write
coverage. If the PCF does not collect at least $12.5 million
in premiums from hospitals, the fund could no longer offer
coverage to hospitals. This self-destruct 1 mechanism ties in
with the bill 1 s provisions calling for the FMMJUA to offer
excess coverage. If the PCF should stop writing coverage,
health care providers would be assured of obtaining coverage,
both primary and excess, from the FMMJUA.
11

II.

'

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
If the PCF fails to collect at least $5 million in premiums
from physicians for the 1983-84 fund year, and thus does not
offer coverage due to the procedures contained in this bill,
members of the PCF would presumably purchase medical
malpractice insurance from ei ther the private market or the
FMMJUA. According to a spokesman from the Department of
Insurance, the rates charged by pr ivate carriers for the same
limits as offered by the PCF would be 2 or 3 times the PCF rate
- assuming that such coverage is available. Occurrence
coverage, which is offered by the PCF, is not generally
available in the private market, especially with the high
limits currently offered by the PCF; most private carriers
offer maximum coverage of $2 or $3 million. �he rates charged
by the FMMJUA could also be twice as much as the rates charged
by the PCF for comparable excess coverage. The rate could be
as much as three times as high for certain specialists,
depending upon the locality of their practice. These increased
rates would presumably be passed on to patients.
Should the
FMMJUA incur a deficit, its insureds would be subJect to a
possible assessment of up to one-third of the annual premium
paid. If this assessment fails to cover the deficit, casualty
insurers that are required to participate in the FMMJUA would
be responsible for paying any remaining deficit. Presumably,
these insurers would pass such a loss on to their
policyholders, with a corresponding increase in premiums.
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If the PCF continues to offer coverage, ind1v1dual health care
providers and hospitals that belong to the PCF would both be
subject to an unl1m1ted assessment should a def1c1t occur 1n
the fund. If such assessments are required, these costs would
presumably be passed on to ind1v1dual patients 1n the form of
higher fees charged for medical services.
B.

Government:

No substantial impact.
II I.
IV.

COMMENTS:
AMENDMENTS:
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In 1975, the Legislature created the Florida Medical
Malpractice Joint Underwriting Assoc1at1on (FMMJUA) and the
Florida Patient's Compensation Fund (PCF) to ensure the
ava1lab1l1ty of medical malpractice insurance. The FMMJUA
provides first dollar coverage, while the PCF provides excess
coverage after a large deductible (currently $100,000).
The FMMJUA currently offers maximum coverage of $250,000 per
claim, $750,000 annual aggregate. If a deficit exists for any
policy y ear, each policyholder is subject to an assessment not
to exceed one-third of the annual premium paid by the
policyholder. If this assessment is insufficient to make up
the deficit, insurance companies participating 1n the plan are
liable for payment of the remaining deficit. The results of
the FMMJUA's first seven years of operation have been generally
satisfactory; there has never been an underwr1t1ng deficit and,
in 1982, a refund was issued to policyholders for the first
time.
On March 18, 1983, the FMMJUA Board of Governors, at the
request of the Insurance Commissioner, voted to increase the
maximum limits offered to physicians by the FMMJUA to $2
million per claim, $4 million annual aggregate. The Board did
not change the maximum coverage available to hospitals
(currently $2.5 million per claim, annual aggregate).
The PCF offers excess coverage of up to $10 million per claim,
after a deductible of $100,000 {this deductible will be raised
to $150,000 on July 1, 1983, $200,000 on July 1, 1986, and
$250,000 as of July 1, 1989). Prior to changes enacted by the
1982 Legislature, the PCF provided unlimited coverage to its
members. If a def1c1t exists for a given fund year, the PCF
may look only to its members to make up the deficit.
Physicians may be assessed up to 200t of their annual premium,
while hospitals in the fund are subJect to an unlimited
assessment. There are no hospitals currently 1n the PCF.
{In
1982, the Legislature enacted temporary relief for the PCF by
allowing fund members to purchase ''assessment insurance'' from
the FMMJUA to cover any potential assessments that may be
necessary for fund-year 1982-83).
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill provides that the FMMJUA may offer maximum coverage to
physicians of $250,000 per claim, $750,000 annual aggregate.
The bill deletes the Insurance Commissioner's authority to
order the FMMJUA to offer excess coverage.
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Under this proposal, the maximum coverage offered by the PCF
would be $2 million per claim, $4 million annual aggregate.
Health care providers participating 1n the PCF will be subject
to unl1m1ted assessments if such assessments are needed to make
up a def1c1t 1n the fund.
The bill also provides certain standards for the Insurance
Commiss1oner to use in approving rates, refunds, and
assessments. The PCF is given authority to reimburse board
members for expenses and 1mmun1ty 1s granted to fund employees
and agents for their of ficial actions. Claimants are
prohibited from executing against the fund to the extent that
the fund does not have suff1c1ent assets to pay the claim.
Fund members that protest any assessments must first pay the
amount assessed into the fund as a condition precedent to
contesting the assessment in a legal action.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Individual health care providers and hospitals that belong to
the PCF will both be subJect to unlimited assessments should a
deficit occur in the fund. If such assessments are required,
these costs would presumably be passed on to individual
patients in the form of higher fees charged for medical
services.

B.

Government:
No substantial impact.

II I .

COMMENTS :
On May 17, 1983, the First District Court of Appeal held that
section 768.54(3) (c), Florida Statutes, relating to the PCF's
authority to set fees and assessments, was an unconstitutional
delegation of legislative power, Southeast Volusia Hospital
District v. Department of Insurance (Case No. AN-412, AN-367, May
17, 1983). The court held that the statute did not contain
sufficient standards and guidelines for the Insurance Commissioner
or the PCF to set rates and assessments. The Department of
Insurance is appealing this decision to the Florida Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court has granted expedited review of the case and oral
argument is scheduled for June 6, 1983.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

